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Fiscal Court approves MCCH bond debt

MCCH sets
Holly Holiday
Hospice event
for Saturday

court meeting Tuesday night, magBy TOhl BERRY
istrates unanimously approved the
Statt Report
alloway County Fiscal MCCH Corp's request to secure the
Court has approved a additional funding that will pay for
Murray- a new MRI, various hospital furrequest from
11.Theital nishings, implementation of the
County
Calloway
Corporation officials to bond an facility's energy conservation plan
additional $15 million in debt to and other expenses.
"We ask for your approval and
fund the opening of the hospital's
blessmg so our hospital can be the
new expansion project.
Following a presentation of the best it can be," Adams said.
Adams was accompanied by
proposal by attorney Chip Adams.
counsel for the board, dtuing il MCCH CEO Keith Bailey; Brad

C

Special to the Lodger
The Murray-Calloway County.
Hospital's Endowment for
Healthcare will host the Holly
Holiday Hospice. a holiday 5K
Run/Walk & 10K Run on
Saturday. Dec. 19. at 9 a.m. at
the Center for Health &
Wellness, according to Melony
Bray, MCCH director of
Marketing.
The event will raise funds to
support a residential Hospice
House in Western Kentucky..
The facility will provide 12beds where terminalfy ill
patients can end life's journey in
a comfortable home-like setting.
The entry fee is $25, which
includes a long-sleeve running
shirt. Registration forrns and
additional information are availat
able
www.runwalkmurray.org, or by
calling the Murray-Calloway
Endowment Office at (270)
762-1800. Late registration will
take place on Saturday, Dec. 19,
beginning at 8 a.m.
Sponsors for the race are:
Calloway County
Murray
Hospital, Center for Health &
Wellness; the City of Murray;
Sportable Scoreboards; Fleet
Feet and Innovative Printing;
Dr. Leslie Yates; Dr. David

Mins
Expects to meet
obegahon

Bloemer, the hospiutl's chief financial officer, and Sharon Furches,
chairwoman of the MCCH board.
Before the vote, Elkins stated that
the approval will in no way limit
the court's bonding capacity, will
be paid for by hospital operations
and will riot add to the county's
debt.
"1 expect we will be able to meet
this obligation," Elkins said. "This
will help get us through the rough
spots."

The same proposal was recently
approved by. the Murray City%
Cotuicil. Both the council and fiacor
court have administrative oversight
of MCCH.
Afterward, magistrates listened as
Murray City Councilman Bill Wells
detailed the success of the city-,
county Make A Difference Day initiative in 2009 with updates concerning the success of the program

II See Page 2A

Kentucky's
budget woes
worsening in
ailing economy
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Kiwanis Club ends annual Christmas tree sale

Malty Forecast
*The Associated Press
Wednesday Mostly sunny.
Highs around 40. Northeast
winds around 5 mph.
Wednesday night. .Clear.
Lows in the rnid 2Gs
Thursday...Mostly sunny.
Highs in tne upper 40s
night. Mostly
Thursday
clear. Lows around 30.
Friday...Partly sunny. Highs
in the mid 40s.
Friday night. Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of light
rain and light snow. Lows in the
lower 30s.
cloudy
Saturday...Mostly
with a 30 percent chance of light
rain or light snow. Highs in the
upper 30s.
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By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Wnter
A traditional Murray December
sight will no longer be gracing the
empty space between Arby's and
Boone's Cleaners on U.S. 641.
After taking a large hit in live
Christmas tree sales last year, the
Kiwanis Club of Murray has decided to end their annual fundraiser.
Bill Call, Kiwanis treasurer, said

•

the decision came after seeing the
impact that artificial trees and
lower-cost live trees had on their
sales.
"I think we ordered about 100
trees last year and only sold half,he said.
The club had sold the trees for 10
years after taking it over from the
Optimist Club. Call said they started by ordering 150 trees and would

adjust their order from year to year
based on how sales went. After last
year's severe drop, he said the club
realized the fundraiser had run its
course.
"We decided that as a fundraiser
it was 110 longer a good idea. The
market has changed,- he said.
He added that they have gotten a

See Page 2A

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky (AP) —
Political leaders were sending
mixed signals Tuesday about
potential tax increases to offsa
an additional SI.2 billion revenue shortfall that could trigger
severe cuts to government services and potential layoffs of
state empioyees.
-I think the debate should con-tinue about our entire taxing
structure, the entire revenue.
streams in this state," said.
House Speaker Greg Stumbo.
D-Prestonsburg. "If we were
running a business like we run
government, we probably would
be broke because . we don't reexamine and adapt our revenue
sources to the changes in the
ecortomy."
Stumbo told reporters Tuesday
the General Assembly could
face the choice of reforming
taxes or making draconian cull!
to education. public protectiop
and human services. unleirg
Congress provides a seconf
round of stimulus funds to helg
balance state budgets.
"I am not convinced that
Kentuckians are so callous that
they wouldn't understand the
need to have money to fund
those vital services,'• Stumbo
said. "I'm not afraid to look at
that."

•See Page 2A

Winters addresses chamber members
on state issues from budgets to education
Ely HAWKINS TrAGUE
Staff Writer
tate Sen. Ken Winters spoke to Murray
Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
members Wednesday morning about issues
ranging from two-year budgets to different aspects
of education..
Winters opened his informal speech at the
Business@Breakfast event by say:ng it had been a
long summe: dnving the distance to Frankfort and
that the people who live there don't realize how far
western Kentucky is until they make a tnp to this
end of the state.
"I could serve in three ‘states' i general assemblies
and still be closer to home.- he said.
Winters said, though, that he hoped his recent
commutes and work on several committees and
work groups would pay off soon. rhie was a higher
education work group that was looking at ways to
make college more affordable and he said he
thought there would soon be legislation drafted that

S

Dec. 17th ...Deb.:19th

;

was related to its findings. He said he had also been
looking at making credit transfers between educational institutions easier.
Winters said that although he is not directly
inv olved with any committee involving K-12 education, it is intertwined with higher education and so
he also serves as a resource for work groups looking
at dropout rates and early childhood education.
The senator also recently served on a committee
examining options for biomass and bio-fuels around
the state. He said the committee's report was finished this week and should be made public soon He
said .he had been amaied hy what he had learned
about all the cutting-edge technology being developed in Kentucky, such as making fuel from burning
pelletized wood chips.
Winters said the way the state budget is pt.: together is an issue with which he has become increasingly concerned. While the budget is now put together

II See Page 12A
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III Budget woes ...
From Front

back-to-back shortfalls over the
next biennium ---- the first an
1.•
ePemocratic
Gov.
Steve estimated
$464 million and the
*shear said last week he doessecond $781 million.
ii't favor any broad-based tax
"Luckily, next year we will
itreases for fear they could
have
stimulus money." Rand
#ush Kentucky! deepei into
recession. That sentiment said. "It will soften the blow."
Stumbo said he's hopeful
extends into the RepublicanC'ongress will provide more
controlled Senate
"Now is not the time to raise stimulus funds to help states
nixes." said state Sen. Damon balance their budgets
Thayer. R -Georgetown. "I don't
Beshear warned last week that
Sense any sentiment at all in the government layoffs
are possiSenate to raise taxes."
bility as Kentucky tnes to work
. House GOP Whip David
through a lingenng budget cnFloyd of Bardstown said most
tawmakers, like their con- sis. Balancing the state budget,
stituents. are opposed to higher he said, will require tough
nixes at a time of econotnic dis- choices.
State Rep. Royce Adams. Dress. Floyd said he believes
they! also oppose suggested tax Dry Ridge, reiterated those conreforms, which he called "a cems Tuesday, saying smaller
euphemism for taxes increases government agencies would be
On certain eamers and not oth- particularly prone to
layoffs.
ers."
Political leaders already have
"The people of Kentucky cut sorne
$800 million. And last
tgree that the solution to the
month, Beshear called on
problem is to cut spending,"
agency heads to slash 6 percent
Floyd said.
: House lawmakers met at the more from their budgets to wipe
Capitol on Tuesday for a budget out an additional projected $161
oriefing in advance of the million this year. That would
spcoming legislative session set push overall cuts to the current
to begin on Jim. 5. Senate law- budget to nearly $1 billion
makers are expected to meet
Beshear said his staff has
'Thursday and Friday.
begun preparing revenue estiAppropriations and Revenue mates that he will use to make
Committee Chairman Rick his case for legalizing
slots at
Rand said federal stimulus Kentucky
race tracks. Previous
funds will help in the next fiscal
estimates have generally ranged
year. After that, Rand said,
from $200 million to $350 milKentucky will have used up its
lion.
allotment of stitnulus money
Stumbo said he remains fnne_
and could face the sharpest cuts
hi' that lawmakers will pass the
yet.
Already, the state has trimmed slats proposal, which passed the
some $800 million from the House earlier this year only to
general fund since the economic die in the Senate. The Senate is
recession sent tax revenues into expected to deal with a proposal
a nose dive.
that would put the gambling
! Rand presented new budget issue in the hands of Kentuc
ky
figures Tuesciay calculating VOWS.

i
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Kentucky

umrod after MayAdd Amor

News in Bnef

MAYFIELD, Ky (AP) — A Kentucky
native who won the "America's Got Talentshow has had a highway named for him in
western Kentucky
The state 'Transportation Cabinet says it
'las installed "Kev in Skinner Highway
signs at each end of Kentucky 384 in
Graves County
The designation honors the Graves
County native for winning the fourth season
flidoweer
of "Arrienca's Got Talent."
The Transportation Cabinet put up the
signs after receiving a request from Graves County
JudgeExecutive Tony Smith and the Graves County
Fiscal Court.

Attorney: ex-lawmaker needs mental evaluation
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) --- An atonic) tor tonne) liate Rep
Steve Nunn wants his client to undergo a mental evaluation before
being allowed to aide in readying his defense on charges he killed
his ex-girlfnend.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported that attorney Warren
Scoville of London filed motion on Monday in Fayette Circuit
Court saying Nunn's physical and mental health have detenorated
while he's been in custody. Scoville says the detenoration is significant enough that Nunn is unable to help prepare his defense.
Nunn. 57, is accused of killing his former fiancee, 29-year-old
Amanda Ross. Ross was shot to death Sept. I I outside her home
in downtown Lexington. Nunn has pleaded not guilty to murder
and violating an emergency protective order.

IIII Fiscal Court...
From Front
since 1995.
According to Wells, Murray Calloway County residents have
taken advantage of the program
to recycle 113,847 pairs of glasses, 7,118 ink jet canndges,
92,300 aluminum cans, 2,360
tons of paper products, 14,570
gallons of motor oil, 73.5 gallons of prescnption medication,
78,000 pounds of clothing and
1,500 cell phones since the program began nearly 15 years ago.
Dunng the fall event this year,
Wells, who is coordinator of the
program, said more than 700
vehicles passed through the
line; an astounding turnout
"It's not just a win-win snuation," Wells said. "I think it's a
win times 12 for Murray and
Calloway County."
The next Make a Difference
Dly is scheduled at MSU's Roy
Stewart Stadium on Saturday,
January 9. 2010. Another will
follow on Saturday, March 27.
Wells thanked all those that
take part in the program and
Calloway County Jailer Phil
Hazle for utilizing in-mate work
crews to help make the program
a success.

In other action, magistrates.
• approved a one-year extension of the county's contract
with
New
Wave
Communications to provide
cable TV services. New Wave
had requested a 10-year contract; however Elkins noted he
would like to negotiate with
other cable TV providers before
making any move on a longterm agreement.
• approved application for an
energy efficiency conservation
block grant that would be utilized at the Calloway County
Road Department garage. The
funds would be used to purchase
new doors, insulation and other
needs at the facility.
• approved the reappointment
of Magistrate Johnny Gingles to
the Calloway C'ounty Board of
Health. Also approved w?, the
reappointment of Magistrate
Bobby Stubblefield, Florence
Hudspeth. Bob Reagan, Steve
Lax and attorney Warren
Hopkins to the senior citizens
board. Tommy Phillips was
appointed to a seat on the
Murray
Calloway
Transit
Authonty Board of Directors.

MCCH...

Ar)

From Front
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Dr. Susan Heffley
The Physicians arvd Staff of Primary Care Mectical
Center are proud to announce
the addition of Dr. Susan Heiney to tfwa practice
She is a Family Practitioner and will
begin seeirvg patients in our office al the corner of 12th
Street and Glendale Rood on
lonuary 4, 2010

Bryson
(Murray
Ophthalmology' Associates );
Emcare; Dr. H.W. Ford; Dr.
John Yezerski; Parker Ford;
Pete Lancaster; and Dr. William
Giese.
Mile marker donors are: Town
and
Country
Yamaha;
Walgreen's; Taylor Dental; and
Davin Ganbill.
For more inforrnation alsout
upcoming events please visit
www.runwalltmurray.org.

Dr. tisiflory is groduase of the University of EvansviRe
ond the University of Louisville
School of Medicine She cornploted heir residency in Fon*
Alvedicase and C-eriatric
Core at the University of touisvilSe
Please help us in welcoming Susan, her
husband Joe, and ?herr daughter, Rachel to
Murray Appointments(on be made by
coMng 270-759-9200

HAVE YOU HEARD
A GREAT NEWS TIP?
_

Primary Mt
Ca
re
MEDICAL
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• guggest a story oda. can
the Lemger & Tunes
News Departrivent today!
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Mon - Fri:
8am - 8pm

House speaker doesn't plan to run for governor
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — House Speaker Greg Stumbo says
he's "totally happy" in his current position and has no plans to run
for governor in 2011.
Stumbo told reporters Tuesday that he thinks Democratic Gov.
Steve Beshear is doing "a pretty good job" leading the state
through the economic recession.
Beshear has said he will seek re-election in 2011 with Louisville
Mayor Jerry Abramson as his running mate. The two already have
begun fundraising.
The House speaker said Beshear had been dealt ''bad. bad cards"
with the economic recession. which led to massive revenue shortfalls and cuts to govemment services.
Stumbo acknowledged that he has been urged to consider a campaign.

Father, daughter die when truck left running

RICHNIOND, Ky.(AP) — Police say a father who was found
dead alongside his disabled daughter in an apparent murd.er-suicide had been out of work and was struggling to sell his home.
A family. member found 43-year-old Richard Moore and his 13year-old daughter. Kelsey, lying together on a mattress on the
floor of his garage Sunday. The Herald-Leader in Lexington
reports that Moore's truck had been backed into the garage and
was left running.
Madison Comas Siienff's detective Steve King says no suicide
note was found. The newspaper reports that Kelsey fiad Kelsey
had Angelman syndrome. a rare genetic neurological disorder.
King says Richard Moore had been trying to sell his home
for
nearly four years. Moore was recently divorced and a court
filing
says he had expenenced a "drarnatic drop in his income due
to the
economy."

OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP)-- Pope Benedict XVI has
appointed
Kentucky native William Francis Medley as bishop of
the
Dioceses of Owensboro.
The diocese announced the appointment in a statement
on
Tuesday. Medley was born in Manon County and ordaine
d tc the
pnesthood in 1982. He served as associate pastor at
the Cathedral
of the Assumption in Louisville in the mid-I980s.
Medley also
served (- s pastor at other churches in Louisville. in Goshen
and at
St. Joseph Proto-Cathedral in Bardstown.

Kiwanis
From Front
few. calls so tar from loyal supporters asking if they would be
selling the trees again. From
annual purchasers to the businesses that let them set up shop
and the donated storage trailer
from PTL. there was a good
base
of
supporters.
Unfortunately. it just wasn't
enough to keep going, he said.
"For the foreseeable future.
we have ruled it out. I learned
later that the Mayfield Kiwanis
Club carne to the same conclusion and are not doing their tree
sale either. We had a lot of good,
loyal supporters that told us
every year they wanted to buy
their tree from a civic organization and we really appreciated
that," Call said.
John Poole, president of the
Mayfield Kiwanis club, said the
group ended their Christmas
tree sales last year for similar
reasons.
"Generally ove- the years,
sales have declined." Poole
said. "I've heard that from other
charitable organizations that
have tree sales as well and it

seems to be for a variety of reasons."
To replace the gap left in funding from the tree sales, Poole
said Kiwanis members made
donations to the fundraising of
the club. He is currently exploring other options and said that
the Princeton Kiwanis Club has
successfully begun to sponsor
wrestling matches.
"I've been looking into that,
there appears to be quite an
interest. They found in this day!
and age that sometimes you
have to change your fundraising
methods," Poole said.
The tree sale has been one of
the largest fundraisers for the
Murray Kiwanis Club, and Call
said the proceeds went toward a
Murray! State University scholarship, sponsorship of a local
Cub Scout pack, along with
projects done with Head Start
and 4H.
"We're studying on other
options but have not come up
with another good fundraiser.
To tell the truth, we•re kind of
discouraged. It's hard for a
small civic organization to
fundraiser," Call said
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Iran tests long-range missile capable of
hitting Israel, Europe; raises ire of West

By ALI AKRAR DAREINI
Associated Press Writer
EHRAN, Iran (AP) —
Iran on Wednesday testfired an upgraded version
of its most advanced missile
.
which is capable of hitting Israel
and parts of Europe, in a new
show of strength aimed at preventing any military strike
against it. amid the nuclear
standoff with the West.
The test stoked tensions
between Iran and the West.
which is pressing Tehran to rein
in its nuclear program. Bntish
Pnnie Minister Gordon Brown
said it showed the need for
tougher U.N. sanctions on Iran.
"This is a matter of serious
concern to the international
community and it does make the
case for us moving further on
sanctions. We will treat this with
the senousness it deserves,"
Brown said after talks with U.N.
chief
Ban
Ki-Moon
in
Copenhagen.
Wednesday's test was for the
latest version of Iran's longestrange missile. the Saijil-2. with
a range of about 1,200 miles
(2,000 kilometers). That range
places Israel. Iran's sworn
enemy. well within reach, as
well as U.S. bases in the Gulf
region and parts of southeastern
Europe.
The two-stage Saijil-2 and is
powered entirely• by solid-fuel

T

while the older, long-range
Shahab-3 missile uses a combination of solid and liquid fuel in
its most advanced form.
Iran has repeatedly warned it
will retaliate if Israel or the
United States carries out military stnkes against its nuclear
facilities, at a time when the
U.S. and its allies ACCUSC Tehran
of seeking to develop a nuclear
weapon. Iran denies the claim,
saying its program is intended
solely to generate electricity.
Nuclear negotiations have
been deadlocked for months.
with Iran equivocating over a
U.N.-drafted deal aimed at
removing most of its lowennched uranium from the
country so it would not have
enough stockpiles to produce a
bomb. The U.N. nuclear watchdog last month sharply rebuked
Iran for refusing to halt uranium
enrichment.
State television broke the
news in a one-sentence report
accompanied by a brief clip of
the test, showing the missile rising from the launch pad in a
cloud of smoke.
Defense Minister Gen. Ahmad
Vahidi vowed that the Sakijil-2
would be a "stmng deterrent"
against any possible foreign
attack. He said the new version
can be fired more quickly and
flies faster than previous ones
maving it harder to shoot down,

though he did not give further
details.
"Given its high speed," he
said, speaking on state TV,"it is
impossible to destroy the missile with anti-missile systems
because of its radar-evading
ability.''
Israeli Foreign
Ministry
spokesman
Yigal
Palmor
declined to comment on the latest missile test.
Iran has intensified its missile
development program in recent
years, a source of senous concern in Israel, the United States
and its Western allies at a time
when they accuse Tehran of
seeking to build a nuclear
weapon. Iran, which is under
several sets of U.N. sanctions
over its nuclear program, denies
the charges and says its nuclear
prograrn is aimed solely at generating electricity.
Israel has not ruled out a military strike against Iran's nuclear
facilities. Iran, in tum, has
threatened that such an attack
would be retaliated against with
strikes on Israel's own nuclear
sites.
The name "SAO" means
"baked clay.," a reference to a
story in the Quran, Islam's holy
hook, in which birds
God drive off an enemy army
attacking the holy city of Mecca
by pelting them with stones of
baked clay.

The Sabil-2 was first tested in
May. Iranian officials touted it
as a breakthrough over the
Sahli- I unveiled months earlier.
saying the new missile had
more sophisticated navigation
system. The Saiji1-2 was tested e
second time in September.
Solid-fuel missiles like the
Sabil-2 are more accurate than
the liquid fuel missiles of sun(
lar range currently possessed
Iran. They are also a concern
because they. can be fueled in
advance arid moved or hidden in
silos. Iran previously had a
solid-fuel missile. the Fateh,
with a far shorter range of 120
miles (200 kilometers).
Iran's arms manufacturing
program began during the country's ruinous 1980-88 war with
neighboring Iraq to compensate
for a U.S. arms embargo. Since
1992, Iran has produced its own
tanks, armored personnel carriers, missiles and a fighter plane.
The actual capabilities of the
weapons, including the accuracy and range of the country's
homemade missiles, are difficult
to ascertain given the secrecy of
the Iranian military.

Dean urges defeat of emerging health care bill

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Former
Democratic Party Chairman Howard Dean
argued Wednesday that the health care overhaul bill taking shape in the Senate further
empowers pnva\te insurers at the expense of
consumer choice.
"You will now be forced to buy insurance.
If you don't, you'll pay a fine," said Dean, a
physician. "It's an insurance company
bailout." Interviewed on ABC's "Good
Morning Amenca." he said the bill has some
good provisions. "but there has to be a line
beyond which you think the bill is bad for
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the country."
any government-run insurance option in the
-This is an insurance company's dream,"
Senate bill.
the former Democratic presidential candi"We can't let the perfect be enemy of the
date said. ''This is the Washington scramble,
good," Weiner said on CBS'''Eariy Show,"
and it's a shame."
Dean asserted that the Senate's health care "but we are reaching a tipping point."
When House and Senate negotiators go to
bill would not prohibit insurance companies
from denying coverage for preexisting con- conference to work out a compromise bill,
ditions and he also said it would allow the Weiner said, "We should move away from
industry to charge older people far more some of the things the Senate has done and
than others for premiums.
move back to where the House is. You need
Rep. Anthony Weiner, D-N.Y.. a promi- to contain cost. You do that
with a public
nent House liberal, protested the absence of option "

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger nmes
GINGERBREAD HOUSE: Katie Elmore, a
P4 student in
Mary Wood's class at Murray Elementary School
, concentrates as she adds to the roof of her gingerbread
house. The
class took milk cartons and built their house
s around them
velth graham crackers and frosting, and decora
ted with gum
drops and other candy.

Governor renews call
for cap on payday loans
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Steve Beshear
is renewing his call for lawmakers to put a cap on the amount
of interest payday lenders can charge customers.
Beshear called Tuesday tor a limit of 36 percent
on the
interest charges that in some instances now exceed
400 percent
on an annualized basis.
Beshear said thousands of Kentuckians who have
fallen on
hard times are turning to payday laiders to put
food on the
table.
The 36 percent cap is consistent with the lirnit the
federal
goverrunent imposed two years ago on loans to militar
y personnel anci their families.
The General Assembly approved a moratorium eitraori
tetti
year to prevent new payday lenders front opening Irentac
ky.
'The state now' has 743 pa.yday lenders

Hosted by: Calloway County Lady Laker Basketball
Friday, December 18 and Saturday, December 19
Jeffrey Gym at Calloway County High School
A
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Seeded tourney games begin Saturday at 10:00 a.m. until 8:30 p.m.

Thank You to our Heritage Bank Hardwood Classic
Tournament Sponsors
Primary Care, Pella, Sirloin Stockade,
Wm.C.(Chip) Adams, Attorney and Counselor at Law

Jimmy Dan Hicks, Market President, Heritage Bank is pictured with
Coach Scott Swills and the
Lady Laker Varsity Girls Basketball Team. CCHS Lady Lakers welcome
Jimmy Dan and Heritage
Bank as the newest teammates with the Lady Laker family.

"Come out and see premier Girls Iliskatkall action including e.Top 10 player of Kentucky
and Division prospects match-ups"
• .fttlIgalt, 41101Mbettietat

1W111.
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History as an art
and not a science
In thc discipline di history, the
ship's
histonans write books, publish- log, and on
ers send the tak4cs out to schol- that particuarly journals, journal editors lar day, the
send the books out to other captain
historians. who in turn wnte (again
hook reviews to he published Columbus!
in the journals.
had been
To he reviewed in a scholFurtherarly journal or in a newspaper more,
the
is helplul in getting out the word captain
(even if the review is nega- noted that on
tive). boosting book sales, and that
Wily
day "
and
(especially if the review is pos- there was a
By Jarnes
itive) boosting the reputation storm at SC8.
Duane Bolin
of the author.
With
that Ledger & Times
Usually. reviews are com- evidence,
Columnist
plimentary. the reviewer rec- the histonan
ognizes the achievement of the had reasoned that
with a stonn
historian. thc long months and at sea. an ill
and weakened
maybe years of research and captain would
not have walked
writing. Sometimes. though, to the deck
of the ship; he
reviewers are indeed critical. would have stagger
ed.
It can get especially nasty if
That explanation did not satsorneone•s research is called isfy the critical
reviewer. How
into question, or if a histori- couid the histori
an know for
an's integrity is held to he sus- sure, based on
the evidence?
pect .
Vshat, after all, did the eviThat's what happened to the dence reveal'? Monso
n made
eminent
Harvard
historian one more stab at an explanaSamuel Eliot Monson, the biog- tion. He said that
he himself
rapher of Christopher Colum- had sailed on a
scale replica
bus.
of the Santa Maria.
I remember that my mothHe assiire,1 the reviewer that
er had secretly called Dr. Gladys based on his own
expenence.
Bryant, one of my htstory pro- a sick captain,
in a storm at
tessors at Belmont University, sea, would have
staggered to
Cc)okie exchange.
to ask for advice on a good the deck of the
ship. He knew
The phrase alone is enough
hook of history to buy as a from his own experi
ence!
to strike fear in the heart of
Christmas present for her hisWell. now! What do you anyone who is not a baker.
Comtory major son.
think? Samuel Eliot Monson, ing from a long line of women
Dr. Bryant. surely caught this renowned histona
n, had cer- who reluctantly' claim fallen
Off guard by my. mother's phone tainly developed
an empathy cakes, crumbling ptecrust and
had suggested Monson's for his historical
subject bumt cookies, that included
The European Discovery of through his researc
h.
me.
America, I have that ChristWe often encourage our stuDetermined to break the
mas present hook on my shelvcs dents to empathize
with those chain anti shun the shame of
and through it I came to admire long dead individ
uals in their this genetic inadequacy, 1 was
Morison's work.
history textbooks. W'hat must eager to participate in a
cook, In one of Monson's books it have been like
to live as ie exchange my first year out
tin Columbus, however, the his- they lived, to
think as they. of college. I was teaching in
torian got himself' in
pickle thought, and to act as they a junior high school
, On the
s.vith d reviewer when he made acted?
last day of school beforc the
s-vhat he must of thought was
"Put yourselves in their holiday break. teachers shared
tin inrax:uous statement about shoes or moccasins,"
we tell their favorite cookie and contine of the discoverer's voy- students in our
history claas
fection recipes and brought in
ages.
Monson simply stated es, "What was it like to
have samples for a faculty feast.
pat on one particular day in lived back in thosc
long ago
Although it was supposed
;1492. the captain (Columbus) days."
to be a fnendly. no-pressure
:44l1 "staggered to the deck of
But what role does empa- occasion. there were several
Oic ship" The conscientious thy play in histori
cal research over-achievers in the group.
:book reviewer questioned the and wnting? Perhap
s this is Those with less talent were
titatement. After all, he said. another example
ot history as invited to bring soft drinks or
Stow could Monson, who sure- an art, rather
than an exact paper plates and napkins. but
ty wasn•t there in 1492 to wit- science.
I -- never one to eschew a
ness the event, know that
Duane Bolin reaches in the challenge - picked out a simColumbus on that day had stag- Department of Histor
y at Mur- ple recipe from my. brand ncw
gered to the deck of the ship. ray State University.
He may "Joy of Cooking" and set to
Morison responded that in
reached
at the task.
his research he had consulted duane.bolin@murraystate.
edu.
The ingredients included
some of my favorite things sugar. butter. chocolate and
peanut butter There might have
been some oatmeal too A
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believer in the profound power
of reading anti following directions. I assumed I could complete the process with no problems.
I spent a pleasant Sunday
afternoon baking and listening
to a recording of Handel's "Messiah." The apartment smelled
homey and I felt like a domestic goddess. The dough tasted
great and I did not burn even
one batch. After they cooled,
the cookies slid off the sheet
and into a tin with a top that
depicted
an
old-fashioned
Christmas -- Santa, sleigh and
all.
The next day. as soon as I
opened the door to the faculty room, the aroma of baked
goods assailed me. Three long
cafeteria tables were covered
with paper tablecloths, and they
were laden with cookies and
fudge anti cakes galore.
I placed my tin somewhere
in the middle of it all, still
confident my. baking could pass
muster.
What I had not anticipated
were the amazing talents of
three of my colleagues. Rae
Macaronis whipped up dozens
of melt-in -your-mouth pastries
stuffed with apricots and apple
buttcr. Arlene Lachenauer concocted something called Kifli,

which was
Porcupines were studded with
accompadates and nuts, rolled in coconut
nied by a
and festooned with glazed cherhistory lesries. Crunchy-Bumpy-Munchs
son. AccordCookies were a healthy treat_
ing to the litwith a combination of grated
tle sign she
carrots, chocolate chips, Rice
had
typed
Krispies and raisins.
up. the oriAs we feasted, I was no!'
gin of the
thinking about my own mud,
name came
dane munchies until Harr)
f r o m
Gregg. head of the Science
Main
Stree
t
Ottoman
Department, inteirupted th!
Turks when By Constance
ooh's and ah's. Holding up one
Alexander
they. invaded
of my cookies, he asked: "Whe
a Hungarian Ledger & Times do we have to
thank for the
Column
ist
city.
The
buffalo chips'!"
local bakers
Later. I slinked out of school
up early, go‘
with my tin. still filled with
wind of the impending attack most of my
cookies. When I
and warned the citizens. In the dropped them
into the garbage
end, the city was defended suc- one-by-one,
they dented the botcessfully. and as a symbol of tom of the
trash can.
their victory. they celebrated
I don't know what I
by making kifli, a crescent- wrong. but I
have not baked
shaped cookie.
cookies since. Enough time has
Not to be outdone, Ann Sny- passed that
I have come to
der must have had to rent a accept the
fact that, when it
trailer to transport the slew of comes to
domestic distinction.
sweets she had baked. Her some are
better than others.
recipes were on note cards with
And that is why my house
a ribbon binding them togeth- will never
be on the annual
er in a sweet little red bow. Tour of
Homes.
Twisted strips of red and white
Read Matn Street online at
dough, candy cane cookies, WWW.mu
rrayledgercom. Conglittered with sugar. Her Dream tact the
columnist directly at
Bars were bursting with coconut tc(
:a)m
nsmtunnecte.alexander@newwave
arid walnuts. Soniething called

reach for a world that ought to be'

WASHINGTON (AP) -Barack Obama split the difference in his Nobel speech. laying down a dectrtne that will
likely define his presidency: a
steadfast defense of warfare
against evil, praise of nonviolence and exhortations for
mankind to Aim the "spark
of the divine" in everyone.
As he accepted the Nobel
Peace Prize, the world's highest honor for peacemaking,
Obama voiced his starkest rejection yet of the pre-emptive war
doctrine and unilateralism articulated by his predecessor.
At the same time, the young
president carefully set forth and
sought to explain what might
appear to he contradictory pnnciples that have guided his foreign policy decisions during
his first year in the White
House:

Add

kusbant
Dexter,
tebecc

iveat-gr
The

Why I m not on the lour ot Homes

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)

Slurr

runes

AP

NEWS ANALYSIS
By STEVEN R. HURST

—That military force is justified to confront evil or stop
organized human depravity.
—That all nations must follow international rules of conduct that govern the use of
military force.
—That the United States cannot act alone when going to
war.
--That lasting peace is built
on united global pressure on
errant aations, tough sanctions
— when needed -- to change
thc behavior of countnes such
dS Iran and North Korea, recognition of the inherent rights
and dignity of every individual and assurance of mankind's
security from fear and eco-

READERS

IN It I 1" I'
To the Editor:
from MSU hold a spaghetti
Wow! Angels Attic has had dinner to raise
funds especiald great year due to the tremen- ly for the clinic.
when people
dous support of the people of stop in to give
us a check.
our community.
whcn others go above and
We recently had a bazaar beyond to make
every day d
with all the wonderful items SUCCCSS.
donated throughout the year
'The Angels Community Clinthat we have saved tor this ic has inspired
the angel in
special day
the people of this community.
A customer from Pennsyl- Thank you.
vania told us she had planned
Wishing you all a Happy
her trip to visit family around Holiday Season.
the bazaar date.
Janice Basile. manager
You know you live in a
Murray, Ky.
great community when students

nomic want.
In a certain sign that he.
for once, had not automatically offended the conservative
Republican opposition at home.
Newt Gingrich, the former
House speaker, said the president's message in Oslo "was
actually very good."
Thc deeply conservative Gingrich said the liberal Obama
acknowledged he was "given
the prize prematurely" but wisely. reminded the Nobel committee "they wouldn't he able
to have a peace prize, without
having force.
I thought in
some ways it's a very historic
speech."
Historian John [Lock said
Obama had rejected "the need
to choose between idealism or
realism."
"This speech has got to be
the Mama doctrine," said
Baick. a professor at Westem
New England College in Springfield, Mass.
Zbigniew Brzezinski. President Jimmy Carter's national
security adviser. said Obama
had taken to Oslo a careful
restatement and refinement of
his "grand re-conceptualization
of American foreign policy, a
very broadly' stated CdSC that
we cannot in all circumstances
avoid war."
And to that point, Obama
spoke clearly:
"I face the world as it is,
and cannot stand idle in the
face of threats to the Ameri-

can people For make no mistake: Evil does exist in the
world. A nonviolent movement
could not have halted Hitler's
armies. Negotiations cannot
convince al-Qaida's leaders to
lay down their arms."
Obama thcn turned philosopher, apparently satisfied with
his defense of the U.S. war 711
Afghanistan. comfortable he had
explained how a Nobel laureate had just days earlier ordered
30,(XX) more U.S. troops into
battle.
He became a preacher issuing a sermon calling the world
to what he said was the best
in people.
"Let us reach for the world
that ought to be — that spark
of the divine that still silts
vrithm each of our souls." the
president said. finally drawing
applause.
And as he wound down
toward a conclusion. Obama
sought again to embrace what
he saw as the best and worst
in the world. looking toward
an uneven but hopeful future.
"Clear-eyed. we can understand that there will be war,
and still strive for peace. We
can do that. for that is the
story of human progress; that's
the hope of all the world: and
at this moment of challenge.
that must be our work here
on Earth."
A tine message to a hall
full of intellectuals in Oslo.
Will it translate in the grimy.
shadowy corners of a world
where war and terrorism germinate'?
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Mrs. MildreJ ,sstario. 69,
Murray, died Monday.
. Dec. 14, 2009
at 9:52 a.m. at Vanderbilt
Hospital. Nashville, Tenn.
A member of Dexter Baptist
Church, she was
retired from the Calloway. County
School System
after 28 years of service as A food
service manager.
She was bom July 6, 1940, in Marshal
l County.
Preceding her in death were her parents.
Carlie and
Mary Aggie Edwards Darnall. five
brothers, James
(Buster) Smith, Donald Smith. Louis
Darnall, Earl
Edwards and Ernie Edwards; one
sister, Evalina
Smith.
Survivors include her husband,
Billy Ray
Adams. to whom she was marned April
16, 1955 in
Connth, Miss.. one daughter, Shelia
Crouse and
husband. Ronald, Dexter; two sons, Terry
Adams and wife, Susan.
Dexter, and Kevin Adams and
wife. Tina, Coldwater; two sisters.
Rebecca Woodruff. Cadiz, Freeda
Rowley and husband Bill.
Benton, one brother, Roy Smith.
Benton; four grandchildren: four
Oeat-grandchildren; several nieces and nephew
s.
The funeral will be Fnday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H.
thurchill Funeral Heinle. Rev.
Dewey Dick and Bro. Randy
illeClure will officiate. Bunal will follow
in the Coldwater Church
Of Christ Cemetery. Visitation will
be at the funeral home from 5 to
p.m. Thursday.
s Expressions of sympathy may be
made to St. Jude Children's
4ospital, P.O. Box 1000, Dept. 142. Memphi
s. TN 38148-0142.
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Bill C. Pickens. 79, Mayfield, died Fnday,
Dec. I I, 2009, at 4:15
t.m. at his home.
`z A retired owner of Pickens Supply Compan
y. he was a member
oaf First Presbytenan Church. Adult Sunday
School Class of the
Ohurch and of Mayfield Rotary Club. Precedi
ng him in death were
Nis wife. Agnes Beauchamp Pickens, and
his parents. A.C. and
Wardie Storey Pickens.
• Survivors include three sons, William W.
Pickens and wife.
Betsy, Paducah, James B. Pickens and
wife, Tern, Murray, and
David E. Pickens iond wife, Debbie, Charlot
te, N.C.; two brothers,
Dr. George Pickens and wife, Glona, Mayfiel
d, and Arthur L.
Pickens, Louisville; one sister. Mrs. Margare
t Stevenson and husband, Roger, Buffalo, N.Y.; six grandchildren; one great-g
randchild.
The funeral will be Thursday. at 10 a.m. at First
Presbytenan
Church. Mayfield,. Rev. Jon Faraone will officiat
e. Burial will follow in the Highland Park Cemetery Alsyristd.. with Byrn
FurrerseI
Home of Mayfield in charge of arrangements. Visitati
on will be at
the church from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Wedne
sday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Presbyt
erian
Church Ministries Building Fund, 303 W. Broadway,
Mayfield, KY
,42066.

klrs. Inna Lucille Pitt
Mrs. Irma Lucille Pitt, 78, Benton, died Thursday, Dec.
10, 2009,
at 3:55 p.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center,
Calvert City.
Preceding her in death were her parents. David
Dave Dowdy and Leona Glisson Dowdy, three sisters and three brothers.
Survivors include her husband, Harold V.
Goog) Pitt: one daughter, Theresa Tucker.
Kirksey; one son. Gary Don Pitt, Canton Townsh
ip,
Mich.: six grandchildren, Ricky Freeman, Mikala
and Tyler Coursey, Kevin Tucker, and Kyle and
Adam Pitt.
Pttt
The funeral was Sunday' at 1 p.m. in the chapel
of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. David
Hendrickson
officiated. Burial followed the Benton C'emetery.
Visitation was at
the funeral home Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Americ
an Cancer
Society. c/o Brenda McClaran,510 West 9th St., Benton
, KY 42025.

Mrs. Venda Marie Teters Reeves

The funeral tor Mrs. VonUa Mane Teters Reeves was Monday
at
-10:30 a.m. in the chapel of Blackburn and Ward Funeral
Horne,
Versailles. Bunal was in the New Castle Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Christian
Church,
111 North 5th St., Nlurray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Reeves, 77. Versailles. died Friday. Dec. I 1, 2009,
at
Bluegrass Community Hospital, Versailles.
A Henry county native. she was the daughter of the late
Velvin
and Mary Etta Aldridge Teters and was a member of Faith Baptist
Church, Versailles. She was born Sept. 24, 1932.
Survivors include tier husband, Lester V. Reeves; one daughte
r,
Connie Schuermeyer and husband. Bob, Lexington; two sons, David
Reeves and wife, Kate, Murray, and Jim Reeves, Chicago, Ill.; special family fricnd, Andrew Freiheit. Chicago; one sister, Sue
Jones,
Brandenburg; three grandchildren, Ashley Stanfield and Adriann
e
Hayhurst. Lexington, and Kate Reeves, Murray': three great-g
randshildren, Chandler Hayhurst and William and Brayden Stanfield.

Mrs. Pauline McGill Story
A graveside service for Mrs. Pauline McGill Story will be Friday
at 1 p.m. at Tower Heights Cemetery, West Frankfort. Ill. with Rev.
Kenneth Puckett officiating. Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m.
Thursday at Milner and Orr Funeral Home, Paducah.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a charity of your
choice.
Online
condolences
may
be
made
at
www.milnerandonscom.
, Mrs. Story', 95, West Frankfort and Cunningham, died Saturday,
Dec. 12. 2009 at the home of her daughter, Dorothy' Story Puckett
and husband. Dean, Cunningham. Born July 15, 1914 in Townley,
Ala., she was the daughter of the late Jesse Bertrue and Maggie Mae
McLain McGill.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Walter Howard Story.
to whom she was married Jan. 17. 1934, and who died in 1985: two
brothers, Hollis and James McGill.
Survivors include her daughter, Derothy Puckett and husband.
•
Dean, Cunningham; one son, Jesse Story' and wife, Evelyn,
Spotsylvania, Va.; one brother. Jesse McGill and wife, Chris, ,
Adarnsville, Ala.; five grandchildren. Bnan Puckett and wife,
.
- Theresa, Gallatin. Tenn., Ann Puckett Lovett and husband, Junior.
Murray. Bradley Story and wife. Sharon. Midlothian, Va., Douglas
Story and wife, Sandy. Fairfas, '/a., and Eric Story and ssife, Fran.
Nokesville. Va.: four great-grandchildren, Zachary Puckett. and
Jessica, Carrington and Maggie Story.

House turns down volume on noisy 11/ ads

WASHINGTON(AP)-- The
House on Tuesday voted to level
off the abrupt spikes in volume
felt by television viewers dunng
conunercial breaks.
The bill - approved by
V OiCe V Olt - is aimed at stopping TV ads from playing
noticeably louder than programs.
"It's very frustrating," said
Rep. Rick Boucher. D-Va. "It's
an iumoying experience. and
something really should be done
about it."
Irritated by loud commercials, Rep. Anna Eshoo. DCalif., drafted the measure after
discovenng it was a common
complaint with the Federal
Communications Commission.
Right now, the government

doesn't have much say in the
volume of TV ads. It's been getting grievances about cornmercial loudness for decades.
Correcting sound levels has
its complications.
Managing the transition
between programs and ads without spoiling the artistic intent of
the producers poses technical
challenges and may require TV
broadcasters to purchase new
equipment. To addrcss the issue,
an industry organization recently produced guidelines on how
to process, measure and transmit
audio in a uniform way.
The bill requires the FCC to
adopt those recommendations
from the Advanced Television
Systems Comrnittee as regulations within a year and begin

enforcing them a year later
Eshoo said the legislation
would force the industry. to comply with their own standards.
"Voluntecnsm hasn't worked for
50 years," she said.
Television advertisers realize
viewers often leave the room
when commercials start to play.
Eshoo said. "They used the IOW
‘001111cit:tAls dS
gimmick to
grab the attention of consumers
even as they moved to other
parts of their home."
Rep. Cliff Stearns, R-Fla..
addressed critics who have
asked why Congress has to get
involved in the matter.
"You can say, 'Well, that's
fine. Just turn it off,"• Stearns
said. "But it's constantly an irntant when you have to do it. And

we've got all the new bowl
garnes coming up
An identical measure has
been introduced in the Senate
Some experts hase said they
are unsure whether viewers will
notice much difference if the
bills become law Different volume levels can he part of storytelling. And some cortunercials
may just seem noisy because
they follow a quiet. intense
scene.
Advanced
Tele% ision
Systems Committee doesn't
have a position on the bill.
Consumers Union and the
American
Association
ol
Advertising Agencies support
the legislation. The National
Association of Broadcasters
have declined to conunent on it.

Obama, GOP sharpen debate over stimulus spending

WASHINGTON (AP) President Barack Obama is
sharpening the debate over federal
spending.
saying
Republicans are stoking voters*
fears by harping on deficits in a
still-troubled economy.
With the House scheduled to
vote on a higher debt limit
today Republicans are standing
firm, saying it's time to end government stimulus efforts and let
the private sector create jobs on
its own.
The debate will animate
much of Congress' actions in the
days and months ahead. Public
opinion seems mixed for now,
but if it eventually moves one
way or the other. the party on the
short end might suffer in next
year's midterm elections.
Obama said in a speech last
week, "We have had to spend
our way out of this recession."
as he accused GOP lawmakers
of trying to frighten voters with

exaggerated and hypocritical
attacks on deficit spending.
It's too early to stop government
spending
programs
designed to create jobs: Obarna
said, and he proposed using leftover bank -bailout money for
that purpose.
Republicans.
meanwhile,
have attacked deficit spending
in increasingly dire terms, even
though deficits climbed stiarply
when they controlled the White
House and Congress for most of
this decade. House and Senate
Republicans are virtually unanimous in opposing bids by
Obama and
congressional
Democrats to raise the govemment's debt ceiling and to recycle the bank-bailout funds
instead of using them to reduce
the deficit. Democrats "go nght
on spending taxpayer dollars
with reckless abandon," said
House Republican leader John
Boehner of Ohio. But the $787

billion stimulus passed in
Febrnary has created more than
a million jobs, Obama says, and
it's Republicans who are out of
touch. At a recent White House
meeting with congressional
leaders, he told top Republicans
they seemed to be rooting for
economic failure and trying to
frighten people.
And in a speech at the
Brookings Institution, Obama
pointed blame at George W.
Bush's
presidency,
when
Republicans
controlled

Congress most of the ume.
"The deficit had been building dramatically over the previous eight years," Obama said.
"Budget-busting tax cuts and
spending
programs
were
approved by many of the same
people who are now waxing
political about fiscal responsibility."
He said those who claim the
government
must
choose
between reducing deficits and
spurring job growth offer "a
false choice."
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House proposes $50
billion jobs legislation

PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE

40% OFF
All In Stock Merchandise

WASHINGTON (AP) -- salaries in an attempt
to save or
Responding to calls among create about 250,00
0 education
rank-and-file Democrats for jobs.
A.1
more infrastructure spending,
-52 billion for job training,
House leaders Tuesday unveiled summer jobs for teenage
14.k
rs and
ittarposess .a plan to add almost $50 billion for AmeriCorps.
107
S.
4th
Street
, Murray • 270-753-9959
in spending on highways. hous-A guarantee of six months
Mon.-Fn. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-3 p m., Closed Sun.
ing and school repair as part of a of unemployment checks
and a
year-end plan to create jobs.
65 percent federal subsidy for
The measure is aimed at health insurance premiu
ms for
keeping the fragile economic the jobless.
recovery on track with money
-Extending the $1,000-perfor teachers, the unemployed child tax credit to
16 million
and small businesses. A vote is poor families with
as little as no
planned for Wednesday.
hivestmenk Sificc18154
income.
I)r
I
The Senate, however. won't
-Help for states to pay for
act until next month at the earli- the Medicaid program
for the
est and has less of an appetite for poor and disabled.
Dow Jones Ind. Ass. _164881+ 36.2
HopFed Bank* --.
B 10.00 A
another costly round of econom-Extending stimulus bill
Air Product,
+ 0.11
I
BM
+ 0.25
ic stimulus measures.
provisions waiving fees of
Apure
_19532 + 1.15
All told the measure tops Small Business Adminis
tration
AT&T.
+ 0.16
$150 billion once additional loans and increasing to 90
Kreger
-20-11 + 0.15
perBB&T
.25.98 + 0.15
help for the unemployed and aid cent to the portion of such
Mattel
loans
24 07+0 16
Bank of America ....-.-.15.40 + 011
to strapped state and local gov- guaranteed by the SBA.
McDonaki
s
.0.57
emments is added to provisions
Brigr & Stratton _____19.06 + 0.20
House Democrats had hoped
Merck
designed to have an immediate much of the legislat
- 0.06
Bristol
Myers Squibb -25,84 + 0.10
ion could
impact on employment.
Microsoft
_30.16 + 0.14
have actually become law
Csurpillar.
.58.53 s 0-33
"This is legislation that before year's end
J.C. Penney
+ 0.24
by adding the
Cheseoe Texaco Corp-.71.83 + 0.45
brings jobs to Main Street by jobs legislation to a
must-pass
Pepsico.
..-.--.
._6132
+ 0.33
Daimler
Chrysler
....-.53
.67 + 1.06
increasing credit for small busi- Pentagon budget
bill. But the
Pfizer Inc
18 41+0 12
Dean Foods .-.--.._-._I739 + 0.10
nesses, by rebuilding the infra- Senate said no, leading
frustratRegions Financial .--___5.42 + 0.08
structure of America, by keeping ed Democratic
Eixon•Mobil
+ 0.33
leaders to
police and firefighters and advance
Sears
Holding Corp ____76.06 + 0.92
Ford
Motor
9.44
+
the
0.05
legislation.
teachers on the job," said House although the Senate
Time Hamer.
General Electric ___.-..15.83 + 0.09
won't act as
1(1.20 + 0.06
Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif. it is consumed by
health care
Ghuo.Smith..line ADR.-43.08 + 0.24
LIS Bancorp
_22.58 + 0.18
"It's a bill that creates jobs, that legislation.
Goodrich
1VellPoint Inc.
+ 0.17
1'9 95 + 0.82
meets the needs those who are
Instead, a Pentagon budget
Goodyear
.........---14.77 + 0.06
unemployed and puts us on a bill advancing
Hal-Mart
cl % • 0.02
Wednesday will
path to prosperity."
carry two-month extensions of
But the measure is certain to many of the progra
ms covered
come under assault from by the so-call
ed jobs bill, includRepublicans,
who
say ing help for the unemployed and
Financial Consultants 11.-FD
February's S787 billion eco- funding for highwa
y programs.
Ron Arant Heath Scott
nomic stimulus bill has done litUnder complex scorekeeping
Court Square 1 Murray, KY 42071
tle to boost the economy and rules, about
575 billion of the
270 753 3366 800 444 1854
hasn't prevented the jobless rate TrieaSiii-E is finiant.e
ti by sits trigs
from hitting double digits.
generated by canceling about
'The measure was expected to S150 billion in unused
Wall St.
L'ong
near
fork unc-pcs octimal +diked
amino*. WWII.401 nroINI Nc,
be officially released late bailout authority.
Sank Gunned K._ow 46.• Screw Aiwa /rad!, Hdarl W I. ricenelen
Less
Monter NYSE FMRA & SAC 0701:*
Tuesday. But a draft of the
measure includes:
-About $35 billion for highlig• go sesoi
am,
ways and mass transit.
VW *,
-$23 billion to pay' teacher
IJJJ

Dems contemplate half-a-loaf
WASHINGTON (AP) History may be calling but
time's running out to act by
Christmas, so Senate Democrats
-are coming to terms with the
-idea they won't get everything
they want from health care overhaul.
For the second time in less
than two weeks, President
Barack Mama cajoled restive
Democrats on Tuesday, urging
them not to lose perspective
amid intense intraparty battles
ever government's role and
reach in health care. The public
plan liberals hoped t(or appeared
dead in the Senate, as did a

Aiedriesdas, Decembrr Ie. 2($09 • 5

Medicare buy-in scheme offered me, big-time."
as a fallback.
But Obama got their atten"The president and vice pres- tion, said Rockefeller. descnbident pointed out that you take ing a health care remake
to
your victories when you can and cover tens of millions now uninnothing prevents you from fight- sured as "the biggest thing since
ing on for the things you believe Social Security."
should have been achieved,"
"It's hard to ignore that,"
said Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse, R(sckefeller said.
D-R.I. "But why spum a victory
Sen. Mary Laridneu, D-La.. a
in hand?"
moderate who had been on the
"There was frustration arid fence, said Tuesday night it's
angst." Sen. lay Rockefeller, D- time to pass the bill.
W.Va., a leading liberal. said
But Majority Leader Hari%
after the meeting at the White Reid, D-Nev.. was still scramHouse. "Everybody. has things bling to secure the 60 votes he
they want, and they didn't all get needs to overcome a Republican
what they want and that includes filibuster.
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Hardwood classic scheduled at
Calloway County High School

.nnii)ersary

Mr. and Mrs. A. Mac Grisham
Mr and MI s. A Mac Gnshani of Mumty celebrated their 64th
wedding aim°ersary on Dec. 1, 2009.
kir. Grisham. the torrner Sally Ann McMillen, is a homemaker
And d retired school seeretary of 23 1/2 years.
She is also a 1943
graduate ot the limner Murray Training School, Murray.
klr. Grisham is a retired tuival aviator of 23 1/2 years.
Atter their retirenient, they continued to live in Califor
nia. Then
- had health forced him to retire from Oxnard Airport as manager
.
They moved back to Murray in November 2005.
They ha% e two daughters. Sue A. Belzer of California
and Sherri
! A. Grisham of Munray.
••
They ha% e grandson. Christopher A. Grisham of Murray'
. and a
granddaughter, Emily Belzer Chteicki of Texas.
The couple said they praised God for many wonderful years
and
. beautiful friends.
No special celebration is planned.
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FRANKFORT.
Ky.
-- grant administered by the
: Kentucky students who plan to Kentucky Higher
Education
• attend an in-state college or uni- Assistance Authori
ty(KHEAA).
,;„ versity beginning in fall 2010 The FAFSA
is available at
:• should file die Free Application www.fafsa.ettgov.
for Federal Student Aid
Students attending Kentucky
(FAFSA) as soon as possible colleges and universi
ties may
; after Jan. 1. Filing early increas- qualify for Colleg
e Access
: es the student's chanee of Program (CAP)
Grants.
receiving a state need-based
To qualify. a student must
show financial need and be
FUN & FASHION enrolled for at least half-time
toward an associate's or bachelor's degree. The maximum
CAP Grano .ve.rd is e.Trently
$1.900 per year.
Students attending most of
Kentucky's private colleges and
universities may qualify for a
CAP Grant and a Kentucky
Tuition Grant (KTG I. KTG
awards are based on the same
criteria as CAP Grants. The
-Tis (PIC 44414.011 01 MA;14 Old M1144 IC, 4
111114.10 N:•11,11th tinnily and intends rind io he
maximum KTG award is curM411,1ng our list, and ctmcking them twice
rently S2,964 per year.
Merrs Chrotnia,
twins heard esers
Funding for CAP and KTG is
ltIff W1111 All the 111.1,1114 and Notre
stor
and rela, and let u, pock tout the perfect thlt
limited, with awards made to
lot sou
qualifying students on a firstAll Chnstma, dew( is SON ott a, uell as
come, first-served basis. Award
ZS% off sak
All ese,
he on sou I111h 4 spe,u1 outfit
amounts may change based on
trom 1)K Kelks M Rh unque and stunning
available funding.
ascessones you SI look tahulou, Mrs ,CAPAIll
For more information atiout
Make this thrionui, menoorablc tor yrour
uwneone yecial WWI del from f/K Kelle)
CAP
and
KTG,
visit
Gill icrUlicair, venaini) nuke esmnew
www.kheaa.com and click on
happs. wonderful ,reutIrs, handbag, clutch
Kentucky
hag, sunglasocs. robes, warrinups.
Resident
gounnel lood arta,a,Well as wirrea Make
Scholarship/Grant Information
aondeiltil
under Parents and Students or
Door prim 'sonnets for the Trunk Shim
Adult Learners. You may also ewere Marla Geib. Sue Overby and Vivian
Aldndgr
mail grantsktkheas.com.
Neu Brighton sharm,. Iva& and bracelets
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www.GoHigherKY.org.
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CASA Board to meet Friday
By Jo Burkeen
CASA (court appointed special advocate) ot
Community
Calloway and Marshall Counties, Inc., Board 01
Editor
Directors will meet Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Benton Church of Christ. For more information contact Karen
Darnell, executive director, at 761-0164.
Glory Bound will meet Friday
Glory Bound C'hnstian Entertainment will meet Friday at 7 p.m
at Goshen United Methodist Church. kx:ated on Ky. 121 North at
Stella. Featured will be The Church Liidies from University Church
of Christ and Carol Ann, soloist. Items for Need Line will be
received. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643.
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Legion plans Christmas dinner

Mr. and Mrs. John Bullington
mr. and Mrs. John Buffington of Almo celebrated their 65th wed-

ding anniversary on Friday. Sept. 15.
A dinner at the Murray Country Cluh was hosted by their
daughter and son-in-law, Lynn and Don Wilhelni of Almo,
and son and
daughter-in-law, Phil and Barbara Buffington of Houston
. Texas.
Also in attendance were their grandson, Steve and
Gwenda
Wilhelm. and their boys, Justin, Brian anti Adam of
Almo; granddaughter. Chasey and George Anderson and daughter.
Nicole, Katy.
Texas; nephew, Robert and Arlene McPherson of Ventura
, Calif.;
niece, Ruby Stephan°. Philatielphia, Pri.. and Joan
and Gordon
Carlson of Almo.
John and Bobbie were married in Dothan, Ala., at the
Army Air
Force Base Chapel. John was stationed at the time.
flying P-40s.
John retired after working 30 years for Getty Oil
Company in
Ventura. Calif. They first retired to Yerington. Nev.. and
moved
three years ago to Almo to he near family.

Nursing students receive
nursing pins in ceremony
PADUCAH. Ky.
West programs with 35 receiving pins
Kentucky
Community
& representing the completion of
Technical College's Nursing the Associate Degree
in Nursing
Department held its Honors Program and 26 receivi
ng pins
Pinning
Ceremony
for representing the completion of
December 2009 graduates on the Practical Nursing
Program.
Friday, December 1 I in the
'The pin. which the students
Clemens Fine Arts Center.
received, represents a rite-ofSixty- one nursing students passage. becoming
pinned to all
crossed the stage to receive their other nurses that have
begun the
nursing pin in their respective journey before them.
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• Christmas Decor
• Select Benches
• Pottery & Planters
• Flags & Garden Art
Rolling-1611s
Cif! Certificates
%re The Perfeet cal
"Kentucky Cerillied Nursery
Profe.ssionals"
Open Mon. - Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

'the Heritage Bank Hardwood Classic,
hosted h) the Callowey County Lady 'Akers.
will be Fridin and Saturday In Jeffrey (;ni
at Calloway i'ounty High School. This tournament will feature premier girls basketball
teams from Kentucky,Tennessee and Illinois.
Admission will be $5 each day and children under 5 err free. ('oncesaions will he
available. Games are scheduled from 4:30 to
9 p.m. on Frith') and 10 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.(on
Saturday.

Datobook

Filing FAFSA early gives
:students better chance

Ctragralulalion•
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American Legion Post 073 will have its annual Christma.s dinner
for members on Friday at 6 p.m. at the L,egion Veterans' Hall, 310
Bee Creek Dr., Murray. All members are welcome to attend and
bring a gift with a value of S5 to S 10 for a "Chinese Auction" if the%
wish to participate. For more information call event coordinator,
Mark Kennedy at 752-3333 or 759-9838.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
osteoporosis screenings, blood pressure imd pulse checks at all stops
in December. 'The Express will be at Wal-Mart in Murray on
Thursday from .8:30 to I 1:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Reformers'group will meet
Reformers' Unanimous. it faith based addictions program. will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. Thy
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or (or
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Shrine Bingo on Friday

Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the
club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

Salvation Army Unit needs bell ringers

The Calloway County Salvation Army Service Unit is seekiq
volunteers to ring bells for Saturday from 4 to 9 p.m. and
then again
for the week of Christmas. DCC. 21 to 23 from
4 to 9 p.m. and
Christmas Eve from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. All ringing
will be at Vial
Mart. The proceeds will go toward thr local service unit's
budget ,0
meeting community needs. Persons may contact
Kerry Lambert at
753-7265 and leave a message if you air interest
ed in volunteering

Funds needed for Angel Tree

Time is drawing short for the Angel Tree projects
which provide
Christmas gifts for children of those families,
There are about 300
Calloway kids still not sponsored. This is
sponsored by both the
Calloway County Elementary and Middle
School Family Resource
Center Advisory Councils this year. Persons
wishing to help inay
contact Julie Stone by e-mail at Julie.stoneRemurray.k
yschools.us.
Jane Ann Turner at janeann.turner@murray
.kyschools.us; Michelle
Hansen at michelle.hansenrOcalloway.ky
schools.us: or Danielle
Schwettman at shelly.schwettmangtcalloway.
kyschools.us or telephone the schools.

WKAS plans public meeting

West Kentucky' Allied Services will hold
a public meeting to discuss the needs assessment survey that
was filled out by each and
every LIHEP participant on Thursday
at 2 p.m. in the second floor
conference room of the Weeks Community
Center. For information
call Shirley Jones at 753-0908.

American Legion Post #73 to meet

American Legion Post *73 will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Legion Veterans' Hall. 310 Bee Creek
Dr.. Murray. For more information call Post Commander Amos
McCarty at 293-1320 or 76'5709.

Blood drive on Thursday

Calloway County Chapter ot the
American Red Cross will have
a blood drive on Thursday from
12:30 to 5:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church. 1601 Main St..
Murray.

Rotary Club will meet
Murray

Rotary Club will meet Thursda
y at noon at Pagliat.,
Pizza. For more information contact
Lance Allison at 753-5171.

illsortro
114 N. IStb St.• Murray
r4aalSfrew Ports Uhrary)

(27111761-4444

Need Line food drive planned

Hours: Moo.-Sat.
11 a.m.-9 p.m.
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Virtual Kade,660 N. 12th St..
Murray. is hosting a food drive ha
Murray-Calloway County Need Line
until Dec. 20. The firm is also
selling Avon and will donate all
thc proceeds to Need Line until
Christmas. For more inffirmation call
761-KADE.
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Johnson named recruiter
for Bethel University's
online programs

Cngagemen/

ylld ger.t.aa

eduled at
,h School

NASHVILLE. Tenn. — with satellite campuses in
Karen Hill Johnson has recently Nashville,
Clarksville.
been niuned recruiter for Bethel Chattan
ooga. Memphis and
University's online programs.
information
Johnson will be responsible for Jackson. For
recruitment about Bethel '1n.vt rsit prolog
on
throughout the grams.
to
w estern bethelsuccess.net or call 1-877Kentucky 4BETHEL.
region for the
• a •••• es • so • os•••••••
••••••••••SO 0 116•Oa•
II•
o nline
II
•
Bachelor
of
Science
in
R
tional
t„: Organiza
Leadership.
Ben, & %we *env
Master
of
•
lohnson
•
Business
Brorany
Worley & Bobby Brewer •
•
•
Administration and Master of •
•
•
•
Haley & Bryon Coles
Arts in Education_
•
•
"We are pleased that Mrs. •
•
Lirelsey &Dernck Doane
•
Johnson has joined our team,•
•
said Kelly Sanders-Kelley. •
Amnia & Neal Earle
•
Director of External Operations. •
•
•
•
Same
& Chad English
"Karen brings with her the
0
expertise and enthusia.sm that •
•
Emily & Attrew Guptce
•
will allow us to continue to
•
•
Sara & Shane Norper
experience the extraordinary •
•
growth we have enjoyed for •
•
•
Ares & Jay Paul Henxton
years."
•
•
•
Prior to her new position. •
Lana &Jelin 1401
•
Johnson served Corporate
•
•
Development Representative • Skinny' Thawed &Junior Holland •
•
•
and
Instructor
of •
•
Jaime & Steve Lax
•
Communication
at
Mid- •
•
•
Continent University Advantage •
Brooke & Voce Lowry
•
in the Northern Kentucky •
•
•
Natasha & Aaron Lyles
region. In her new positim, site •
will be responsible for recruit- •
•
Kassa & Derek McCallum
•
•
ing individuals interested in •
•
•
•
obtaining a bachelor's or mas- • Tiffany Rogers &Justin lailler
6.
•
•
ter's degree.
•
•
Shen & kkhael hluehiemon
She is a graduate of Murray
•
State University, with a bache- • Missy Raines &Bruce Pariier •
•
•
lor of science and a master of •
•
Aliso &Chad Riley
science, both in Organizational •
•
•
Communication.
Currendy, •
•
•
Johnson is a candidate for a •
•
•
Doctor of Education in
Leadership from Trevecca •
•
•
Nazarene University.
•
•
The online Bachelor's arid
Master's programs combine •
online coursework with face-to- •
•
•
face seminars with top industry •
professionals. All programs can • Children s Cloth*** & Accelsones
be completed within 14-19
OWNER:
months.
Karen Allbntten Cam
Founded in 1842. Bethel
209 N. 12th St.• Morn)
University's main campus is
7534534
located in McKenzie. Tenn., ..•as••••SO•SO•
OS•SO•
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Fisher and Keller
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Fisher of Mumiy announc
e the engagement of their daughter, Casey Marie Fisher,
to Craig Aran
Keller, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Keller of
Hopkinsville.
Miss Fisher is the granddaughter of Mr. and ki"C.
Bobby
Mitchell of Murray arid the late Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Fisher
of Portageville, Mo.
Mr. Keller is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Charles
Keller and the late Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Buckley, all
of PembrAc.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Graves County
High
School in Mayfield and a 2004 graduate of the Universi
ty of
Kentucky. where she received her bachelor of arts
degree
magna cum laude in English. She is a 2007 graduate
of the
University of Kentucky College of Law. She i* currently
employed by the law firm of Chaffin & Burnsed.
PLLC, in
Nashville. Tenn.
The groom-elect is a 2000 graduate of University Heights
Academy in Hopkinsville and a 2004 graduate of the
University of Kentucky, where he received a bachelor
of science
degree in political science. He is currently employed
by AllState Insurance Company in •Islashville, Tenn.
The couple is planning a destination wedding in Key
West,
Fla.. in February.

Merryman House begins
Holiday Project 2009
PADUCAH, Ky. -- With
• Christmas right around the corner, many are preparing for the
holidays. Holiday giving is very
important to the Merryman
House and once again, the
Merryman Flouse Domestic
Crisis Center respectfully
requests monetary support of its
Holiday Project.
Through the generosity of
members of the community. the
, Merryman House hopes to pro, vide financial assistance, as well
as gift cards, for more than 100
survivors of abuse who have
lived free of violence in their
•• home for the past year.
While many in the community
have felt the effects of today's
• uncertain economy. faithfulness
and belief in the agency's mission pnwides clients with the
hope thr a brighter future and a
happy holiday season. Please
mail all donations or gift cards*
to: MHDCC, PO BOX 98,
Paducah. KY 42002-0098.
Please denote that your contribution is for the Holiday
, Project. For more information,
. contact: Vonnie Adams or Tina
Hollowell at (2701 443-6001
The
Merryman
House
Domestic Crisis Center is a non

profit. 501103 organization and
all donations are tax deductible.

Lebo and N1cDougal
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Lebo Sr. of Gainesville, Fla., announc
e
the engagement of their daughter. Sonja Marie Lebo.
to Donald
Mark McDougal. son of the late Mr. and Mrs. William
H.
McDougal of Murray.
Miss Lebo is a graduate of Gallaudet University and is
employed
by UF/Shands Medical Center in Gainesville. Fla.
Mr. McDougal is a graduate of the Institute of
Electronic
Technology and is employed by the City of Jacksonville,
Fla.
The Christian wedding will be Saturday, May 15, 2010
at 2 p.m.
in the sanctuary of Creekside Community Church.
Gainesville.
Invitations will be sent to guests.

Funds needed for
local Angel Tree
Time is drawing short for the contact Julie Stone by e-mail
at
Angel Tree projects which pro- Julie.stone@murray.kyschools
.
vide Christmas gifts for children us; JaneAnn
Turner
at
of those families. There are janeann.turneremurray
.kyscho
about 300 Calloway kids still ols.us; Michelle Hansen
at
not sponsored. This is sponsored michelle.hansen@calloway.kys
by both the Calloway County chools.us;
Or
Danielle
Elementary and Middle School Schwettman
at
Family
Resource
Center shelly.schwettman(tocalloway.k
Advisory Councils this year.
yschools.us or telephone the
Persons wishing to help may schools.

Conte auk out
our wide selection

of Holiday
Cocktail Draws!

IIIE CROSSROADS
in Hardin, KY

(270)437-FISH (3474)
NOW SERVING
BREAKFAST,LUNCH & SUPPER
Breakfast Specld Everyday - $5.41
Lunches 1..)-cryday.livita ltl:.?tt a.m. TUESDAY

pr

Pork Tenderloin • Ham Hocks
Hamburger Steak le/Mushroom Gravy
VEGETABLE'S:
%lashed Potatoes • White Beall% • Pinio Beans
Green Beans • Slaw • Corn • LinkI Beans
Sweet Porato Casserole • Cottage Cheese w/Fruit
Sugar Free Jello Salad • Cornbreml or Roll

(
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'The perfect gift for that person on
your list who has everything...

RHdoica
YT
HM fxt
.„ izzA
lca,14.
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Magic Motion Musical Clocks

MOM

WOO Ile•

2 Eggs. Bacon or Sausage, Hashbrowns or Home Fries 1
Biscuit & Gravy or Toast.
thee3rwr 2-s-trast
eit.erre, r
,
4841-r4

• Unique Home or Office Accessory
• Battery Operated • Children's Models Available
• Plays Different Songs Every Hour
• Prices from under S100 to over $600
'Free Out-of-Town Shipping

WEDNESDAY
Melaka(•Chicken Fried Steak
Fried Chicken
VEGETABLES: Maawd Ponsuw% • White Beans
Pinto Beans • Green Beans • MIN • Corn Turnip
Greent • Bobs (*moat • Fried Okra
Sugar f kilo Salad • Cornbread or Roll

COCY6y 5 C—CAPD A.)ACC/$0ttit?
1202 Story Ave.•!Murray, KY 42071 • 1270) 753-41192
www.twowheelsound.com/rhythm _clocks
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 am-5 pm •Evenings & Sat. by Appointment

Slaw • Sugar Free Jello Salad
Cornbread or Roll

FRIDAY
BBQ Ribs •Smothered Pork Chops
Chicken Fried Chicken w/Afilk Gravy
VEGETABLES:
Mashed Potatoes • Whire Beans • Pinto Beans
Green Beans • Black Eve Peas• Corn
LIMll Beans • Turnip Greens •
Slaw
Sugar Free Jello Salad • Cornbread or Roll

SATUltDAYS
Different Choice of Main Dish Each Week

SUNDAY
Turkey& Dressing•Pit Ham

THURSDAY
Roast Beef•Bacon Wrapped Chicken Livers
tablusge Roll
VEGETABLES:
Mashed Potatort • White Beans • Pomo lifillIA
Green Beans • Green Peas• Corn
Broccoli Cheese Casserole • Baked Apples

Fried Chicken
VEGEMBLES:
Mashed Potatoes • ti'hite B(11115 • Pinto Beans
Mat & Cheese • Grren Beans • Corn
Slats • Sweet Potato Cassserole
Waldorf Salad • Sugar Fere Jello Salad
Cornbread or Roll

Famous Fish Dinners
starting at $6.99+tax

1/2 Orders, Full Orders or All You Can Eat
• Catfish • Fiddlers• Ocean Boneless
• Talapia

1
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All:tried or:grilled - regular. ttion or lemon pepper
Add grilled onions & pepfmrs for we
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Book Your Parties or Holiday Get Togethers Now!
HOURS: Open Tuesday - Saturday 5 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday - 6 a.m.-8 p.m.• Closed Monday •

/IA • 1,1ethaesda). Drvember 16, 2009
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Peppers Chevrolet. Cadillac. Buick. Pontiac. GMC

f

YEAR END

g

2009
Chevrolet
Corvette

2009
Cadillac
DTS
-Z4141.
•ftiut

Camry LE

41110P

MSRP
Peppers

SAVE

'13,500*

MI5

royota

ALLIL(_,-i
IT
ET
,
G
s

$16,360
— 1,361
— 3,000

2999
,

Reg." '11,999*

• Titt & Cruise
• 34 k4PG Hwy

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Stk
er.Tro5 Rebates
Red Tag $
• Ant,-cDck Brakes
• All Pew Side Airbags
Price
5

Stk. mom

48

M'e )
/t-''
.(

411:10 2009 Jeep® Wrangler X4x4
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Nile. Rebate
II Owner Loyalty... .

,000
Rebate
93

60 M os."

LIFETIME

a*

2009 Chrysler Town es'
Touring
,A1111119ftCountry

$30,099
—1,327
—3,000

Sax •CT9169
• P/Vi'•P. Seat
•3.8 V-6
•
• P. Slide Doors •Stow N Go
• r.. C • P. Liftgete

All New 2010 Chevrolet
Equinox In Stock "NOW"
OtlitiOOMIK:

Whatever zt takes, we want to be your car or truck comvany.

•Price Includes doc fee of $149 00 taxes trtle and Itcense are addrtoorar Photos
for
Lustrahon purposes onty bones 1-4-10
•*With approved Toyota Frnanctal Serxrces Credit Zero due at swung and no seountv
deposit

"11,rhateve,- it i'akes, we want to be your car or truck company."

www peppeisautowtotive coni
77.o• .'"f •

7420 F ellnr.rt

2002 Ford Windstar

PRIty iN

4
.PPt
. 7
—
ieC
wygw.pepmerstoyola.com
1 BOO 325 3220•731-10.3100.

2002 Chevrolet S-10 LX

81,000 Mlles,
T/C, PW,PL. CD,
7 Passenger.
Stk. #TT0172A
•

1

Pt
4IC,.
. -Pe FE;e
wood
2400

Si •-Parts
• I Fe,
'

2007 Ford Sport Trac XLT
31,000 Miles,
'PC, CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7354

$418,924*
27,000 Miles,
4 Wheels Drive,
Loaded.
Stk. #P7365

12,000 Miles. Heated Leather. Moon IROof.
Stk. #P7346
'•

2009 Toyota Corolla LE

47,000 Miles, Reg. Cab Longbed.
T/C, PW/PL, CD Stk. #GT9243A

10,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #P7358

GM Certified
USED VEHICLES

$416,4136*
2009 Chevrolet Cobalt LS 2008 Mercury Grand Marquis LS
35 000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD, Leather,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. SP7366

7,000 Miles,
Stk. #P7357

2009 Toyota Camry LE
37,000 Milos,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #P7364

$113,896*
2008 Dodge Avenger SE
20,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD, Leather,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #TC00613A

$115,878*
2008 Subaru Legacy 3.0 R

59,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk #CP735

$9,899*
- Drsclarmer All prk.es plus lax. tale and license addtbooal $149 doc tee included Some photos
tor illustration purposes

AN AMMON
R

VOWTION

V

.,4;)BUICK

-.-4)

Drive Beautiful
DRA01.

Hrs

52,000 Miles, NAV
Moonroof, Heated
Leather, Spoiler.
Stk. #P7352

$17,968*

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truLk company."

,
r c)Nrr t",r-

m -F 8 a in

p m

PPt

240. E. Wood St.•Paris • 642-5651•1-800-748-8816

Sat 8am-5pm

www.peppersautomative.com

1

wa,,t to he tiour car or truck com an ."

2008 Chevrolet Suburban LTZ

2006 Chevrolet Silverado LT
1

' Whatever it tak,

$8,985*

2009 Chrysler Town & Counby IJ(

$19,9136*

LIFETIME

Vces gigs tag Mg larGeaddlhonal Noses atom* $149.93 doc ite nclodeo Plebs dusiraer
;woos's Dna Chryher lee*and Oodoe are ',stored %Moralsof Clitysielle Eludes dines at• fnode,..
Sr
"Customers must b•
oe•esiessms af a Clvvve Grnu:
IT* rxtr,rx r resulted

68,000 Miles,
T/C, CD, Extended Cab,
4.3L. V-6, Automatic.
Stk. #TT0158A

$4,850
1,400 Mlles,
Stow-N-Go,
7 Passenger.
Stk. #CC9025A

'24,986*

Email us at: pepperschrysler@gmail.com
Also check us out on

Olsolalmor •Pict is pius ta•. nee ocense and after all manufacturers rebates
and factory td dealer incentnies
St aO. DO de( tee ncluded Pnotos tor eustrabon purpose only Sone
rebate,
.are In lieu of 60 day
sate-donor guarantee

'
1 BOO

.

S25.215
- 1,242
- 1,000
- 1.0.(10"

'24,973*

CY0 f

25 772*

7420 E Acme S' Pam I%

• T/C
• AM/FM/CD

• P I.

Auto., 5.7 L, V4,Ix

S31.040
-5.071

$25,969°
ME=

Stk. OCC9143
• V-6
• PW

2009 Chevy Traverse LS

•8 Passenger
Seating

S1SRP
Pepp,,

Satellite Radio

4 to Choose From

• Y.M

Cone. Touring

6 Disc CD

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebates
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•PS/PB
•AM/FM/CD

Alloys

2010 Chevrolet Camaros
In Stock "NOW"

•Power Windows
•Power Locks

$14,999°

eCC9164

Moonroot

OFF MSRP

Stk.
#GC9150

—1.521
- 2.000

43XIP 2009 Chrysler Sebring

Auto., 4 Cyl

2009 Chevy Aveo

$18.520

Disc

Mfg. Rebate

Sale Price

ihe po
may ha
:weathe
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2009 Dodge Caliber SE

Auto , 4 Cyl
Moonroot
Alloys
Leather

• Auto
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KSP offers winter driving tips to motorists

ETIME

ETIME

S25.215
-1.242
1.0%
. tiOn••

: With the onset of winter and
ihe possibility that motorists
'nay have to drive in inclement
•veather, the Kentucky State
Police are offering safe driving
tips.
"Winter provides new challenges arid responsibilities to the
'public and the Kentucky State
folice."
said
KSP
Commissioner Rixiney Brewer.
"We ask that drivers be prepared
to meet the challenges of the
upcoming %inter season in
.Kentucky. Plan ahead, make
$ure everyone in the vehicle is
properly restrained. drive defenSively and be sure the vehicle is
properly maintained to handle
the effects of cold temperalures."
KSP reported that slippery
'toads were the contributing fac:tor in 15,766 crashes and 97
titalities in 2008.
Highway
Safety
Branch
Commander, Lt. David Jude
p- ilfers a word of caution about

•P:

ETIME

braking on snow covered roads.
"Know what kind of brakes your
vehicle has and how to use them
properly In general, if you have
anti-lock brakes, apply firm
pressure. if you have non antilock brakes, pump the brakes
gently," says Jude.
"If you find yourself in a skid,
stay calm and ease your frxit off
the gas while carefully steering
in the direction you want the
front of your vehicle to go. This
procedure. known as 'steering
into the skid' will bring the back
end of your vehicle in line with
the front." added Jude.
The Highway Safety Branch
has posted these additional safe
driving tips on their website:
Winter Safe Driving Tips To
Follow:
•Be Cautious About Travel
•Listen for radio or television
reports of travel advisories
issued by the National Weather
Service.
*Avoid traveling on ice-cov•

the antenna as a signal to re,
cuers.
•Move anything you need
frorn the trunk into the passenger area.
*Wrap your entire body,
including your head, in extra
clothing, blankets, or newspaPers.
•Stay awake. You will be less
vulnerable to cold-related health
problems.
*Run the motor (and heater)
for about I() minutes per hour,
opening one window slightly to
let air in. Make sure that snow is
not blocking the exhaust pipethis will reduce the risk of carbon monoxide poisoning.
•As you sit, keep moving your
arrns and legs to improve your
circulation and stay warmer.
•Do not eat un-rnelted snow it
will lower your body temperature.
Prepare Your Vehicle For
Winter
*You can avoid many danger-

,nis winter travel problems by
planning ahead. Have maintenance service on your vehicle as
often as the manufacturer recommends.
•Have the radiator system
serviced, or check the antifreeze
level yourself with an iunifrreze
tester. Add antifreeze, AS needed.
*Replace windshield-wiper
fluid with a.wintertime mixture.
•Replace any worn tires, and
check the air pressure in the
tires.
•During winter, keep the gas
tank near full to help avoid ice
in the tank and fuel lines.
Winter Survival Kit For Your
Vehicle:
•Cell phone and charger
*Blankets
*First-aid kit
•A can and waterproof matches (to melt snow for water)
•Windshield scraper
*Booster cables
•Road maps

•Compas.
*Tool kit
*Paper towels
•Bag of sand or cat litter (to
pour on ice or snow for added
traction)
•Tire chains in areas with
heavy snow)
•Collapsible shovel
•High-calorie canned or dried
foods and a can opener
*Flashlight and extra batteries
•Canned compressed air with
sealant (for emergency tire
repair)
*Brightly colored cloth
Citizens can contribute to
highway safety by reporting
erratic drivers to the Kentucky
State Police toll-free at I -801)222-5555. Callers will remain
anonymous and should give a
description of the vehicle. location, direction of travel and
license number if possible.

pants ,
• ML

Ar•
•

ered roads if at all possible.
•If you must travel. let someone know. your destination and
when you expect to arrive. Ask
them to notify authorities if you
are late.
*Check and restock the winter
emergency supplies in your car
before you leave.
*Never pour water on your
windshield to remove ice or
snow; shattering may occur.
•Never rely on your car to provide sufficient heat. the car may
break down.
•Always dress warmly.
•Always carry clothing appropriate for winter conditions.
What To Do If You Get
Stranded
•Staying in your vehicle when
stranded is often the safest
choice if winter storms create
poor visibility or if roadways are
ice-covered. These steps will
increase your safety when
stranded:
•Tie a brightly colored cloth to
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MINERAL WELLS
PACKAGE STORE

A

901 MINERAL WELLS AVE.• PARIS, TN • 731-642-7718
CLOSING AT 6 P.M. CHRISTMAS EVE • CLOSED CHRISTMAS
DAY & NEW YEAR'S DAY
•
'• -
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Miles,
Py Wheels
'7354

Photo provided
AWARDED: On Dec. 2, the Governor's Impaired Driving
Enforcement Awards Ceremony was
held. Law enforcement officers. agencies, and individuals
from across the state were recognized for their outstanding adtevements. A trooper from
Post 1 received two awards tot his
achievernents in impaired dnving enforcement. Troope
r Jason Clark was recognized as being
the trooper with the highest number of DUI arrests for Kentuc
ky State Police. Post One. For
the time penod of Oct. 1. 2008 through Sept. 30, 2009. Troope
r Clark arrested 98 impaired
dhvers. This represents 17 percent of the 566 DUI arrests
that troopers in Post 1 made during the same time period.He was also recognized for having
the third highest DUI arrests
among all Kentucky State Police troopers and Commercial
Vehicle Enforcement officers
across the state. Trooper Clark began his career with Kentuc
ky State Police in 2007 and is
assigned Ballard, Carlisle, and McCracken Counties. Picture
d are Trooper Jason Clark (center) receiving his award from Lt. Gov. Daniel Mongiardo (right)
and Chuck Geveden (left).
Geveden is the director of the novemor's Office of Highwa
y Safety.
1•11•111•1....-
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Ra,cers vs.
UT-Chattanooga
December 19th
at 2:00 p.m.
TICKETS FOR ALL
KIDS 1 8 AND UNDER
ARE ONLY $2.50
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HIGH SCHOOL BASK! I BAD

LOUISIANA TECH 87, MURRAY STATE 81

Streak Stoppers
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Underhanded
Lakers lose
at Heath
CALLOWAY SET TO HOST
Ft/RMER C()ACH, GRAVES C()UNTY
ON THURSDAY
SUM lisped
Calloway County played without two starters
and fell to Heath
64-53 Tuesday night in West Paducah.
Shawn Thompson, who averages 14 points
per garne, v.as
nursing an ankle injury he suffered in Saturd
ay's win over
Cominunity Christian while Josh Humphreys,
who averages 13,
points and 11 rebounds, wa-s out due to illness
.
Cold shooting and poor shot selection
led to just fis%.e:
Calloway County points in the third quarter
and Heath began to
edge away in a game that was close throughout
the first half. __
Heath guards Tra Tharp and Brock Jordan combi
ned to go. aperfect 13-for-I3 at the free throw line in the
fourth quarter,
which eliminated any chance of a Laker comeb
ack.
Austin Lilly led Calloway with 18 points
while Brook
Simmons added 15 and Blake Maness poured
in II. Justin Hill
added five points and led the Ulcers in reboun
ding with eight. -Tharp paced Heath with 18 points while
Drew Robinson
scored 14, Brock Jordan added 11 and Justin
Jett notched
Calloway fell to 2-2 on the season while Heath impro 10.
ved to 4i.

The Lakers fell behind 10-2 early but rallied to
tie the score at
16 to end the first quarter. Maness had six points
in the first while
Simmons had five.
Lilly's six points in the second quarter helped
build a sevenpoint lead for Calloway before Heath ended the half
on a 9-2 run.
The Lakers shot 43 percent from die field and
went 4-for-I6
from the tiwee-point arc. Calloway connected
on 15 of 23 free
throws.
Heath shot 48 percent and connected on 70 percen
t of its free,
throws, hitting 23 of 33.
The battle on the boards was nearly even as the Pirates
edged
the Leiters, 28-27.
Calloway retums home to host defending region
champion
Graves County and former head coach Terry
Birdsong on
Thursday. Tip-off is set for 7:30 p.m.

HIGH SCHOOL F()()I B 11 I,
•

Martin/
Olive named
All State
Two TIGERS REPRESENTED ON
AS,SOCIATED PRESS ALL-STATE TEAM
Staff Report
AP All-State Football Teams
The Associated Press
ist Team Offense
released its all-state footOB Antonio Andrews Fort Campbell
ball teams Tuesday and two
RB Domonique Hayden. Lexington
Chnstian
Murray offensive linemen
FIB. Miles Simpson Simon Kenton
were named to the honorRec.: Xavier Shelton. Mayfield
able mention list.
Rec._ DeVante Parker. Ballard
Rec.. Dusty Brown. Williamsburg
Robert Olive and Lonnie
OL Tyler Grubbs Highlands
Martin joined four whet
OL Anthony Topps. Fort Campbell
Purchase area players to be
OL Hunter Schlosser Ft Thomasrecognized.
Highlands
OL Zech West Lexington Christian
Olive and Martin, both
01 Dominique Davis. Male
300-pounders, manned the
K Jack Coons, Lone Oak
two tackle positions for the
1st Teem Defense
DL Grant Aumilier. Boyle County
Tigers, giving Murray the
DL
Alfred
Gilbert Bowling Green
ability to run to either side
DL Billy Lawson Bell County
of the line out of its wishDL- Robae Lewis Southwestern
bone offense.
U3. Torn Patterson Central
Murray State's Isaiah Canaan drive
DARRELL JAMES / Fot tho Ledge
LB
Brandon Roller. Ft Thomas s the lane against Louisiana Tech's David Jacks
The Tigers averaged
on (30)and Jamel Guyton (3)Tuesday
Highlands
night in Ruston, La. The Bulldogs
334.8 yards per game this
snapped an eight-game winning streak by
LB Malcolm McDuften Christian
Murray State, winning 87-81.
season with 299.4 of those
County
DB
Nick Sears Lowsville-St Xavier
coming on the ground.
DB Markel Walker, Holy Cross
Murray advanced to the
DB Man Raines
County
Class 2A quarterfinals, DB Leon Melvin Bell
Western
where it gave eventual state
DB Paden West. Henderson County '
By MSU Sports Information
P Rex Coleman. Graves Co
!rum Jenkins and one troni Canaan to go
champion Fort *Campbell
LOUISIANA TF04117. MUMMY ST. 81
RUSTON, La. -2nd Team Offense
Murray State back in front 34-28 with 4:31 before
its toughest challenge of OB
MURRAY ST.(8-2)
half.
Racers snapped their eight-game
Lucas Witt Lexington Chnstian
winning
The Racers went into the half with a 41- Miles 7-13 4-4 20. Jenkins 4-9 2.2 12. Thomas 4-14 0-2 the season before fallin
R8 Austin Collinsworth, Ft Thomas g
streak Tuesday in Ruston, La.. with an
11 Aska 4-8 3-3 11. Easley 3-5 0-0 6, Canaan 4-8 6-8 15,
87-81 38 lead after Jenkins picked off a Tech pass Poole
Highlands
28-21.
1-2 4-4 6 Mn.Clem 0-0 0 1 O. Fotso 0-0 0-0
loss at Louisiana Tech.
0
Re Rees MacShara Boyle County
and fed Miles for a layup with 5.5 seconds Totals 27-59 19-24 81
Martin. a senior, is
. The decisive run for the Bulldo
Rec Sam Howard Bowling Green
gs came left.
receiving interest from
.after the game was tied 52-52 with
LOUISIANA TECH (9-2)
Rec.. Stephan Robinson. Centrai
14:49
In the end, the Racers did force Tech into Guyton 5-6 7-8 21 Ashaolu 3-7 2-5 8 Brown
small colleges while Olive, Rec.: StOrm Wilson. Somerset
left.
8-11 1-1
20 turnovers. but committed 20 of their own. Rolle 4-7 3-5 11. K Gobson 3-8 12-16 18 Jackson 1-219.
a junior, will return for his (X: Cody Marcum Belt County
3The Racers suffered a scoring lapse
4
5
Bartlett
0-1
5-6
Oeverso
5
n
0-0
0-0
0
Totals
OL: Daman Miller Lex -Bryan Station
and
MSU head coach Billy Kennedy felt like 33-45
24-42
senior season in 2010.
67
Tech took advantage by putting togeth
01: Hams Blevin
er a the Racers left a lot on the table.
Halftlme--Murra) St 41.38 3-PoInt Goels-Other area players recMurray St
.13-4 run to lead by nine with 8:07 left.
OL Mike Howard Bell County
"Chi the defensive end. we give up 49 8-20(Thomas 3-6, Jenkins 2-5 Miles 2-5 Canaan 1-4), ognized
OL Jordan Hansel Simon Kenton
were: Xavier
MSU did manage to cut the lead to 81-78
a Tech 6-13 (Guyton 4-4 Brown 2-4 Ashaolu 0points in the second half and that is not Louisian
K Al Mernck
1 K Gibson 0-4) Fouled Out—Jenkins Reboun
Shelton, Mayfield (1st
with 21 seconds remaining on a threeds—
point- good," Kennedy said. "Taking nothing away
2nd Team Defense
Murray St 29(Aska Easley 5). Loutsiana Tech 28 (Rolle
team, running back); Jack
er from lsacc Miles and a free throw
DL
William Buford. John Hartle',
Asalete
71
--Murray St 9(Jenkins 3), Louisiana Tech 9
from from Louisiana Tech. hut we felt like we beat
Coorts, Lone Oak (1st
Isaiah Canaan, but they could not
(K Gibson 4) Total Fouts—Murray SI 29, Louisian
Di
Tyrone
Johnson. Henry Clay
a
get the ourselves. We fouled the three-point shooter Tech 19 A--1,911
OL Dean Wathen. Henderson Co
team,
game any closer.
kicker);
Rex
twice and we made unforced turnovers and
DL Stanley Johnson. John Hardin
Miles led MSU with 20 points on 7-of-1
give the home team 45 free throws and Coleman, Graves County
3 those mistakes are on us."
LB. Khiry AAaddox. Owensboro
shooting, while Isaiah Canaan scored
(1st
team,
punter
expect
);
to
win
Jantze
the
game.
n
LB
"
Lamar Dawson. Boyle Co
a
The Bulldogs' 49-point second half was
career-high 15. B.J. Jenkins added 12
LB Darien Crank Fort Campbeli
MSU ended the day shooting 45 percent Jones,
Mayfield
with the highest against the Racer% thi% season
DB
Aaron Johnson Muhlenberg
II each coming from Ivan Aska and
(Hono
rable
from the field, but allowed L,ouisiana Tech to
Mention. County
Danero topping the 45 FIU scored Nov. 23.
Thomas.
offens
ive
shoot
57
percen
line);
t,
the
Ragon
best
agains
t
"We're going to get back to defense
a Racer
DB Cameron Chaney Central Hardin
The Racers (8-2) fell behind 7-0 to
Grimes. Graves County
DB Cortez Barber Warren Central
start because we aren't going to give up 49 points team this season in 10 games.
•••
the game. but got the juices flowing
DB
Justin Gans, Whitley County
(Hono
Tech
rable
went to the free throw line 45 times
Mention,
with a in a half," Kennedy added. "We did some
P Josh Gray, Fleming Co
.13-3 run to take a 13-10 lead at 14:31.
nice things tonight. but there were stretches where they hit 33 for 73 percent, while the defensive line): Jonathan
Honorable Mention (Local hononee
After Tech came back to tie it at 26-26
st
Mayfield
at where we missed four straight frec throws Racers got to the line 24 times, making 19 Jackson,
OL Jantzen Jones (Mayfield). Robert
6:20. the Racers got a pair of three
for
79
(Hono
percen
Olive
rable
t.
(Murray). Lonnie Martin (Murray
-pointers and times when we had totrover%. You can't
Mention. line)
DL Ragon Gnmes (Graves Co )
backer).
See RACERS, 11A

its*.
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BULLDOGS BrrE, BARK BErrER THAN RACERS
AS WINNING STREAK IS STOPPED AT 8

LB Jonathan Jackson (Mayfield)
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SportsBriefs
III The Murray State
Thouroughbrecis
winter
baseball camp will be held
Monday. Dec, 21 flow 9'
a.m. to 2 p rn. in Racer
Arena and the North Gym of
the Carr Health Building
This one-day camp will
include instruction on hitting. fielding and throwing
from the Murray State
coaching staff There lb no
pre-registration
Please
bring a form and :;heck with
you to the check-in between
8 a.m and 9 a.m. There is
time allotted for lunch, but
no lunch will be provided
Cost is $50. Contact Dan
Skirka at 809-3475 or dskirka murraystate.edu.
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'The Murray Cavaliers sixth grade basketba
ll team won first place in the Paducah
Regional Sports Plex tall league. Pictured are
coach Dior Curtis, James Boone, Des
Jahvonni Miles, Tanner Foster, Jake Santiag
o, Tre Hornbuckle, Atec Corum, Bryant
Foster and Ethan Clark.

The Murray High
School football banquet is
January 9, 2010. The banquet will be held in the
Curns Center ballroom at
6:30 p.m. Tickets for the
banquet are $15 and may
be purchased at the high
school
office
before
January 5. Players, coaches and invited guests will
not need to purchase a ticket. For more information,
please
contact
Steve
Duncan at 753-5202 or Terri
Benton at 293-3228.

OVC MENS ROUNDUP

3 in league win in out of conference play
TSU,JSU &
MOREHEAD
ALL WIN

TUESDAY NIGHT'
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (API
- Jeremiah Crutcher scored
25 points and Tennessee State
rallied to defeat Alabama
A&M 80-77 on Tuesday night.
The' Tigers (3-8) trailed 5145 with 15:49 remaining
before scoring eight straight.
Jacquan Nobles put Tennessee
State ahead for good at 53-51
on two free throws with 12:17
to play.
The Bulldogs (3-4) shot
55.6 percent from the field in
the first half (15 of 27) and
made just 29.4 percent (10 of
34)in the second.
The Tigers, who shot 55.2
percent in the second half (16
of 29), trailed by as • much as
3g-20 with 5:23 left in the first
Wil Peters added 17 points
for Tennessee State and
Jacquan Nobles chipped in 13.
Robert Covington had 10
rebounds for the Tigers, who
outrebounded Alabama A&M
41-29.
Cornelius Hester scored 19
points and Bo Amusa added 12
for the Bulldogs. Jonathan
Inman scored 11 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds for
Alabama A&M.
Jacksonville State 95,
Norfolk State 78
JACKSONVILLE,
Ala.
(AP)-Jeremy Bynum scored
a season-high 27 points by hitting a school-record nine 3-

pointers as Jacksonville State
cruised to a 95-78 win over
Norfolk State on Tuesday
night.
Bynum was 9-for-14 from
beyond the arc, and attempted
only one other shot. In his
other eight games this season,
he was I 2-for-27 from long
range. Three players held the
old record of eight 3-pointers
and Bynum's previous best
was seven.
The Gamecocks (5-4), who
have won three straight games,
led by as many as 23 points in
the first half and took a 49-28

lead into halftime.
The Spartans (1-8) got no
closer than 16 the rest of the
way in losing their seventh
straight.
Jacksonville State shot 51.7
percent (15-for-29) from 3point range and 48.4 percent
(31-for-64) from dte field.
Nick Murphy and Trenton
Marshall added 16 points each
for the Gamecocks, who had
27 assists. Amadou Mbodji had
12 rebounds.
Michael Deloach scored 33
points on I3-for-22 shooting
for the Spartans. Christian
Morris added 18 points.
Morehead State 81,
St. Catharine 53
MOREHEAD, Ky.(AP)School
OVC(Overall) Kenneth Faried scored
17
Murray State
2-0. (8-2)
points.
grabbed
seven
Aosta) Peay
2-0 (7-4)
rebounds and blocked three
Jacksonville State 1-0 (5-4)
shots to lead Morehead State to
Eastem Kentucky 1-1 (7-3)
an 81-53 rout over St.
Eastem Illinois
1-1 (5-4)
Morehead State
1-1 (3-4)
SE Missouri State 1-1 (4-7)
Tennessee Tech
0-1 (4-6)
Tennessee State 0-2 (3-8)
UT Martin
0-2 (1-7)
SIU Edwardsville' 0-0 (2-8)
Ladle.

MD1S'S
SIMMS

Cailiariae on Tuesday.
Maze Stallworth finished
with 13 points and Terrance
Hill added 12 for the Eagles
(3-4). Who shot 55.4 percent
from the floor (31-for-56) for
the game. Morehead State
bounced back after a 86-56
loss to Murray State on Dec. 5.
Morehead State used an 8-0
run midway through dte first
half to pull ahead by 10 points.
Stallworth's layup pushed the
Eagles' margin to 18 points,
before claiming a 44-25 lead at
halftime. The Eagles shot 66.7
percent during the first half.
Morehead State's Brandon
Shingles finished with a gamehigh seven assists.
Brandon Johnson finished
with 14 points, for St.
Catharine, which played the
ganie as an exhibition. Arthur
Latham had 13 points and
Ervin Williams scored 1 I.
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HOME• AUTO• LIFE
KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
Tuesday's Scores
Powell Co 52. Les Go 51
By The Associated Press
ROCkr,a10141 Co 70, North Laurel 62 (3T
BOYS BASKETBALL
Rowan Co 65, Pauntsvele 45
Barren Go 67, Caverns 61
Russee Co 59. Monroe Co 50
Bei) Cu 68. Linke Co 50
Russellville 59 Aaen Co -Scottsville 48
Betsy Layne 64. Morgan Co 42
Scott 82. C.ov Holy Cross 49
Boone Co 67. Campbell Co 44
Scoff Co 71, Lex. Paul Dunbar 43
Bowling Green 56, Grayson Co 54
Shelby Co 85, Grant Co 55
Breattial Co 109 Wolfe Co 87
Shelby Valley 86, Pikeville 42
Breckinrelge Co 67. Meade Co 52
Sheldon Clary 96. Alien Central 60
Buckhorn 66 Mode 44
Simon Kenton S3, Willbemetown 49
Bullet East 68 South °Wham 55
Somerset 70. Casey C.o. 66, 207
Burgin 68 Ky School for the Deal 51
Taitlor Co. 71, Beedshem 53
Campbellsville 67. Adam Co 43
Trigg Co. 68. Community Chnstur
Clay Co 62. Knox Central 441
(Paducah)63
Clinton Co 64 Cumberland Co 51. OT
TrimNia Co 63. Lou Ky Cotintry Day
Corbin 56, South Laurel 55
58
Gov Catholic 59 Conner 53
Tug
W Va 71 Belfry 62
Danville 62, Berea 39
Vas Madonna 68, Bellevue 53
Daviess Co 61 Owensboro 56
Walton-Verona 68, Lbyd Monona'48
Dayton 70 Heritage Academy 43
Webster Co 56, Fort Campbell 35
East Caner 50, Greenup Co 40
Whrlesvale Trinity 45 WLean Co 36
Edrrionson Co 52 Metcalfe Co 50
Whaley Co 75 Williamsburg 37
Elliott Co 8 Boyd Go 38
Christian Courtly Tournament
Fairview 54 ewes Co 53
Chnseen Co 79 Unnerssty Heights 63
Fleming Co 91. Nicholas Co ,
70
EKC Toumament
Franidin Co 87 Frankfort 50
Bath Co 60. Russell 52
George Rogers Clark 80. Pans 53
GIRLS BASKETBALL
Graves Co 51. St Mary 35
Adair Co 69, Campbellsville 39
Greenwood 78, Franklin-Simpson 6?
Barren Co. 60. Cavema 43
Hancock Co 70, Frederick Fraize 54
Berea 52. Ky. 9chuoi for the Deaf 9
Harlan Co 69. Barbourville 52
Bethlehem 56, Taylor Co 48
Harrison Co 70, Deming 59
Bourbon Co 40. Bath Co 39
Hazard 64, Estill Co 38
Bullet Central 64. Lou Southern 56 OT
Heath 64, Calloway Go 53
Carroll Co 51. Henry Co 47
Highands 48 Dixie Heights 39
Casey Co 39. Somerset 28
John Hardin 59, Central Hardin 42
Cordial Hardin 72 John Hardm 52
Lawrence Co 78 Magoltin Co 51
Clinton C,o 55. Cumberland Co 25
Lex Christian 62. Madison Central 56
Elizabethtown 65, Lou Male 34
Lex Lafayette 80 Lex Tates Creek 72
Franklin Co 71 Frankfort 33
Lincoln Co 63 West Jessamine 51
Glasgow/ 58. Warren East 37
Lou Ballard 56 Lou Tnnity 53
Graves Co 65, St Mary 52
Lou Brown 76 Lou Portland Chnston
.Hancock Co 58. Fredenck Fraize 18
Hoplunsville 49 Cnttenden Co 46
Lou Fairdale 78 Lou Shawnee 70
Leslie Cc 73. Owsley Co 4-4
Lou Fem Creek 75 Lou Valley 56
Lex Paul Dunbar 85. Shelby Co 70
Lou Irocluois 77 LOU DeSaies 45
Lex Tates Creek 48. Lex Lafayette 47
Lou Jeftersontown 66 LOU Doss 41
Lou Assumption 60, Whrteheld
Lou Male 66 Elizabethtown 50
Academy 30
Lou Moore 104, Lou Atherton 59
Lou Attwanon 47. Lou Moore 43
Lou. Pleasure Ridge Park 88. Bern
LOu Broom 48. Lou Pornand Chnsban
Haven 46
15
Lou SetleCe 71 Lou Wagger*, 51
Lou DuPont Manual 58 North Hardin
Lou. Southern 57, Bulird Central 45
50
Lou. Western 65. Lou Hoty Cross 60
Lou Holy Cross 75. Lou Western 35
Ludlow 61. Silver Grove 58
Lou Jeffersontown 65. Lou Doss 45
Lyon Co 55. Crittenden Co 40
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 76 Beth
Madison Southern 73, Garrard Go 41
Haven 14
Madisonville-North Hopkins 66, Hopkins
Lou Sacred Heart 52. Lou Ballard 44
Co Central 61
Lou Seneca 60. Lou Waggener 42
Maoon Co 72. Green Co 60
Lyon Co 50. Dawson Springs 40
Marshall Co 48. Carlisle Co 41
Madisonville-Nonh Hopkins 78 HOpktrIS
li4cC reary Central 76. Wayne Co 54
Co Central 43
Mendee Co 63. West Carter 75
Manon Co 70 Green Co 27
Mercer Co 77, Pulaski Co 65
Mayfield 60. Belden:1 47
Middlesboro 75. Harlan 67
Metcatte Co 39 Edmonson Co 2'2
Montgomery Co. 74, Bourbon Co 44
Middlesboro 53. Harlan 34
Ii4onticello 70. Red Bird 42
Monroe Co 60. Russell Co 52
Muhlenberg County 65. Ohio Co 52
Nelson Co 66, Washington Co 35
Nelson Co 74, Washington Co 40
North Bultrtt 51. Spencer Co 39
North Bullet 61. Spencer Co 45
Paducah Tilghman 70 Fulton Co 40
North Harden 78, LaRue Co 57
Senon Kenton 86. Oldham Co 76
Noses Oldham 88. Lou BUtlef 75
South Oldham 56. Lou Fem Creek 40
Oleati Co. n. Gallatin C,o 56
St Henry 46. Campbell Co 36
PadlUden Tilghman 67. Fulton Co 57
Wayne Co 61. McCreary Central 41
Phelps 60. Hurley. Va 40
Whitley Co 50. Williamsburg 46
Pike Co Central 57. Prestonsburg 54
Williamson W Va. 41 Ptselps 25
Pineville 64, Oneida Baptist 51

FIRST IN CONVENIENT CARE.

Morehead State 81 St Catharine s 53
Louisiana Tech 87, Murray State 81
Jacksonville State 95. Norfolk State 78
Tennessee State 80 Alabama A8M 77
Fryter
East Tennessee State at Morehead
Slate 6 45 p m
Satandri
Eastern Kentucky al Oriso, 1 30 o
Tennessee State at Vanderbilt. 300 p m
Austin Peay at Kentucky. 300 p m.
ICSS1
Eastern Illinois at Belmont, 7 00 p m
Chattanooga at Murray Stets, 2:00

Second to none.

UT Manor, at E}.}ans,Ile 35 m
Swain
LOyola (Chicago) at SIL1 Edwardsville
2:00 p.m
Bryan College at Tennessee Tech 4 00
m

is Racers
From Page 10A
Notes:
▪ The Racers lost for the
first time this season when
leading at the half. They led
41-38 at the break but couldn't
hang on and are 7-1 overall.
▪ Danero Thomas' I 1
points gives him 1.027 in his
MSU career. He'll move into
33rd place on the all-time
MSU scoring list when he
catches Hector Blondet who
had 1,030 from 1968-71.
II Ivan Aska is approaching
the 500-point mark and has
447 after an 11 -point effort
against Tech.
•The Racers had 11 steals,
marking the eighth time this
season they've had doubledigit steals. MSU entered the
game ranked third in the
nation with 12.8 per game.
B.J. Jenkins had his second
game of the season with five
steals.
II The 45 free-throw
attempts by Tech were the
most against the Racers since
the 47 Southeast Missouri
attempted in 2007.
▪ Kennedy said he was
pleased with ttie game freshman Isaiah Canaan had against
Tech. Canaan ended the day
with a career-high 15 points
on 4-of-8 shooting and 6-of-8
shooting from the free throw
line.

"He did a lot of nice things
for us to tonight," Kennedy
said. "Defensively, he got beat
off the dribble too much and
that's something he's got to
work on, but he did a good job
of driving and getting to the
foul line."
•The Racers return home
Saturday for a 2 p.m. game
against
the
Mocs
of
Chattanooga at the Regional
Special Events Center. It's
Youth Day at the RSEC and all
kids 18 .and under get in for
only $2.50.
"It's going to be a war. 1
can tell you that,'' Kennedy
said. "They're a talented team
and they're over the injuries
they've had. They are very
capable of beating us if we
don't come to play. It's going
to be good to get back home
and play."
MSU leads the all-time
series with Chattanooga 4-2
and will be hosting the Mocs
for the first time since a 72-63
win at the RSEC in 2001.
MSU has lost the last two in
the series. they also played at
Chattanooga in 2001 just
before Christmas and lost 7158. The last meeting was at
Chattanooga's Dr. Pepper
Classic in 2007 which was a
Mocs win, 74-50. The first
meeting in the series happened
in 1963.
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•Winters addresses ...
From Front

AP Photo/Fabran Bernmer
GERMAN CHRISTMAS: People walking recently in front of a seasonaly decorat
ed house in the Niendorf district of Hamburg,
northern Germany, admire the colorful Christmas illumination.

every two y:ears, he said he has
been promoting the idea of creating a budget every year.
Especially in times of economic
uncertainty, legislators don't
need to be speculating two years
down the road, he said. He said
that while Kentucky has the
option to use a half-billion dollars of federal stimulus money
balant-e upcoming budgets.
it's hard to know what the nght
choices were when the future is
unpredictable.
"I don't think it's in any of our
best interests to try to out-guess
the federal govenunent and the
national economy," he said.
Winters said expanded gambling. which he is against. will
likely be a major issue in the
2010 General Assembly. as will
the cost of retirement for teachers and other state government
employees. He said he would
also like to look at restructuring
the state's tax system next year
and he wanted to find out why

the design contracts for the
bndges over Kentucky l-ake and
Lake Barkley hadn't yet been
awarded when they could have
been awarded three months ago
Winters saiti that Senate Bill
1, which aims to overhaul the
Commonwealth Accountability
Testing System (CATS), is one
of the accomplishments of
which he is most proud in his
nearly five years in the Senate
anti that he thought it would
prove to be effective. He added
that one of his biggest concems
about the state's education system was students that get promoted to the next grade just
because they: have managed to
survive the year and not because
they have learned is required for
that grade level.
The Chamber's executive
director, Lance Allison. thanked
Winters for being the guest
speaker. He said State Rep.
Melvin Henley was also invited
to speak at the breakfast, but he
had to attend a meeting in
Frankfort.
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Governor urges extension of
some unemployment benefits
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)— Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear is
asking the state's congressional delegation to vote to approve
another extension of some unemployment benefits.
Beshear sent a letter Tuesday to Kentucky's senators and
representatives urging them to back any measure that will provide a temporary' extension.
He says in a news release that Kentucky is facing 1 1.2 percent tineMployment %rare Vontuci•L;ans
strjpgling to pot
food on the table as their benefits are exhausted.
Last month. Congress approved an extension of unemployment benefits that would result in Kentuckians receiving 20
more weeks of benefits.
But the legislation expires Dec. 3 I.
The House of Representatives is considering a fix that would
be included in the Department of Defense Appropriations bill.

Kentucky man
given 12-year
sentence for
killing cats
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS,
Ky. (AP) — A northern
Kentucky man has received a
1 2-year sentence for breaking
into his former co-worker's
home and killing her two cats.
Thirty-one-year-old Russell
Swigan had previously pleaded
•guilty in Kenton Circut Court
.to second-degree burglary and
two counts of torture of a dog
:or cat with serious physical
injury,' or death.
The Kentucky Enquirer
)
-eported Tuesday that Swigart
tbought to be the first person
In Kentucky convicted of a
felony for killing a cat or dog.
Swigart,
of
Highland
Heights,
was
sentenced
'Monday.
The tough penalty for killing
animals became law in 2008
after someone videotaped a dog
in southeastern Kentucky being
punched. body slammed arid
choked. The law was named
after the dog, Romeo. who survived and even stamped the
legislation widi his paw.

Setzer recovers after
N.M. hospital trip
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
(API 7-- Grammy Award-winner Brian Setzer was unable to
complete a performance in
Albuquerque and was briefly
hospitalized because of dehydration. high altitude sickrizss
and vertigo.
But a posting on his Web
site says Setzer recovered
quickly and will perfomi as
scheduled Tuesday night in
Phoenix. The rest of his current
tour will continue as planned.
Setzer is the former frontman of the Stray Cats. He performed
three
Christmasthemed songs with his Brian
Setzer Orchestra anti then left
the stage Monday night during
a sold-out concert at Isieta
Resort and Casino.
An announcer came on stage
about 9 p.m. and said Setzer
had been taken to a hospital.
Setzer's Web site did not list
his age.
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Time names Bemanke
'Person of the Year'
NEW' YORK (AP) —
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke (bur-NANG'-kee)
has been named Time magazine's "Person of the Year" for
2009.

/
1
4

Last year's v.:inner was thenPresident-elect Barack Obama.
The 2007 winner was Russian
Prime Minister Vladimir Putin.
Other previous winners have
included Bono. President
George

W.
Bush, and
Amazon.com CEO and founder
-a

Jeff Bezos (BAY•-zohs.)

• 40

Auditor to release report
on League of Cities
RANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
State Auditor Crit Luellen is
planning the public release of
findings from a . financial
review of the Kentucky League
of Cities.
Luaellen has scheduled a
news conference for 10 a.m.
EST on Thursday- at her
Frankfort office.
The audit followed a series
of articles in the Lexington
Herald-Leader that detailed
lavish spending by the organization's executives. The newspaper reported that the executives spent more than S300,000
altogether in three years on
travel, meals, sports tickets and
other items.
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Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Endowment for Healthca
re
will host a 5k run/walk and a 10k run. The Holly Holiday Hospice
,
a holiday 5K Run/Walk & 10K Run on Saturday begins at 9 a.m.
at
the Center for Health & Wellness.
Mile marker donors are: Town and Country Yamaha, Walgreen's,
Taylor Dental and Davin Ganbill.
The event will raise funds to support a Residential Hospice
House in Western Kentucky. The residential Hospice House will
provide I2-beds where terminally ill patients can end life's joumey
in a comfortable home-like setting.
The Holly Holiday Hospice 10K Run and 5K Run/Walk will
begin at 9 a.m. at the Center for Health & Wellness and late registration will be at 8 a.m.
The entry fee is $25, which includes a long-sleeve running shirt.
Registration forrns and additional inforrnation are available at
www.runwalkmurray.org or by calling the Murray-Callowa
y
Endowment Office at 762-1800. For more information about
upcoming events please visit www.runwalkmurray.org.

Photo provided

LAB FACELIFT: Pictured is the Outpatient Lab during the
remodeling stages The Outpatient Lab is still conveniently
located on the main floor in the Medical Arts Building at 300
South 8th Street and is expected to re-open this week.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital renovates the Outpatient
Lab with fresh paint. new flooring, and a new open layout better suited for our patients. "As we update our facilities. the
Outpatient Lab was an area very deserving of renovation We
are pleased to provide an environment that is comfortable and
convenient for our patients,- said Keith Bailey. CEO of MCCH.

Kids'swine flu shots recalled
MIKE STOBBE
AP Medical Writer
ATLANTA AP) — Hundreds
of thousands of swine flu shots
for children manufactured by
French dnig company Sanofi
Pasteur have been recalled
because tests indicate the vaccine doses lost some strength,
government health officials said
Tuesday.
The recall is for about 800,000
pre-filled syringes intended for
young children, ages 6 months
to nearly 3 years. The shots were
distributed across the country
last month and most have
already been used, according to
the
federal
government's
Centers for Disease Contiol and
Prevention.
Doctors were notified of the
voluntary recall on Tuesday. Dr.
Anne Schuchat, a CDC flu
expert, stressed that parents
don't need to do anything or to
worry. The vaccine is still safe,
she said.
The issue is the vaccine's
strength. Tests done before the
shots were shipped showed that
the vaccines were strong
enough. But tests done weeks

later indicated the strength had
fallen slightly below required
levels. Why the potency
dropped isn't clear.
Children in that age group are
supposed to get two doses,
spaced about a month apart.
Health officials don't think children need to get vaccinated
again, even if they got two doses
from the same lots, said
Schuchat.
Swine flu vaccine has been
available since early October,
and since then manufacturers
have released about 95 million
doses for distribution in the
United States.
The recalled shots were made
by Sanofi Pasteur, the vaccines
division of France-based SanofiAventis Group. The company
reported the potency findings to
the government officials and did
a voluntary recall. A Sanofi
Pasteur representative could not
immediately he reached for
comment Tuesday.
Sancifi Pasteur bills itself as
the No. 1 manufacturer of flu
vaccines in the world. It makes
flu vaccine at sites in France and
in Pennsylvania.

Photo provided
DEPARTMENT DIRECTORS DONATE: Pictured is the Executi
ve Team and Department Directors at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Executive Team
and Department Directors celebrate the holidays by giving
back
to the community. in lieu of exchanging gifts, the group collecti
vely donated $750 to be divided equally to the "Tiger Project"
at
Murray Independent Schools and the Family Resour
ce Center at Calloway County Schools with each program receiving
$375

Home Care donates to MCCH endowment
Special to the Ledger

Murray Hospital's Home
Care
department
recently
pledged S42.000 to the MurrayCalloway
Endowinent for
Healthcare. Their donation will
be designated for the naming of
the two nursing stations, a children's playroom, and a memorial garden at the Residential
Hospital Hospice. Over 92% of
the Home Care department
pledged money for the Hospice
House. which will benefits families and patients throughout our
region when built.
"MCCH
Home
Care
Department knows how important the Hospice House will be
to the community and surrounding area," said Kaye Clark.
Director of Home Care services.
"We wanted to be a part of a
landmark accomplishment for
Calloway County. and to
demonstrate our support of, and
belief in, its purpose. Ninetytwo percent of the department
made pledges totaling over
S45,000 in donations over five
Photo provided
years for the realization of a Pictured are employees of MurrayCalloway County Hospital's Home Care department with
drearn we have had for years. members of the MCCH Administ
rative Team and Board of Trustees.
We challenge other organizations and businesses in the area
to join us in our efforts, and
show support of, the first
Hospice House in West
Icentuck!.."
The Residential Hospice
House will be a I2-bed, residential facility. Designed to provide
patients with limited life
expectancy a nurturing, homelike setting, a hospice house is a
place where life's joumey can
end peacefully and in dignity,
surrounded by family and
friends.
The Munay Residential
Hospice House will be the first
in the region, serving westem
Kentucky and neighboring sections of Tennessee and southern
Illinois. All monies raised during 2009 will be matched by an
anonymous donor.
If you are interested in learning more about naming opportunities available with MurrayCalloway Endowment for
Healthcare, please contact Keith
Spring Creek Health Care
Travis at 762-1908.
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COMMONWEALTH OF ICENTUCKY
COURT OF JL'ST10E
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00366

IMMEDIATE OPENING

THE MURRAY BANK.

PLAINT1Fi
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

WILLIAM J BARKSDALE; UNKNOWN SPOUSE
OF WILLIA.M J BARKSDALE, IF ANY, TAX EASE
LIEN INVESTMENTS t. LLC MITCHELL SMITH
PROPERTIES, LLC. SOUTHERN TAX SERVICES. LLC'.
AND CALLOWAY COUNTY. KENTUCKY

DEFENDANT:
,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit
Court on October 26, 2009, In the above cause. to satisfy the
Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $31,15/ 31. 1 shall
proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway
County, Kentucks
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Fnday, December
18, 2009. at the
ht.rda tif :0'00 a.m.. 'awe:
. or thereabout, tne toliorong described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
9797 State Route
121 North, Farmington, KY 42040 iCalloway County P‘rA Map
No 004-0-000e
and being more particularly descnbed as follows
Being a part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 7, Tbwnship
2. Range 3 East.
and being further described as followe
Beginning at a psant located on the South. right of way line of
Kentucky
Highway 121, said beginning point being Hubert Latham's Northeast
properts
corner, thence, South 89 degrees 30' 00" East and following said
nght of way
line 120 00'. thence South 0 degrees 20' 00" West 180 00'; thence
North 89
degrees 30' 00" West 120.00'; thence North 0 degrees 20' 0" East
180.00' to the
polnt of beginning This tract contains 0 496 acres

Taking ApplicatiOns- for
County Route Carrier for
The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
• •
• •T•
ion.
The Murray Ledger & Times
100T Whitnell Ave.*

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS
"Come Join a Winning Team"

Being the same property conveyed to William J Barksdale, by
deed from Mary
Cope, et al dated August 22, 2003, of record in Book 512, Page
472. in the offici
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR Ali POSITIONS

The aforementioned property ahall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 311 cieys. ths portheaer shall
required to deposit with
the commissioner Len percent 110%1 of the purchase price. with
the balance due
and payable vothin thirty 30o den's, with sufficsent surety bond,
bearing intereat
at 12% per annum from the date of wale until paid in full A lien shall
be
retained on the property am additional security All delinquent taxes
shall be
aacertained end paid, but shall be .1d subject to the current year
ad valorem

KFC
205 N. 12th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-7101

tilefFS

This 2Clth day of November, 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX Vi PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Starting Salary

depends on experience
Promotions From Within
Medical & Dental Plans
401 K

.
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LOST: Black cat with
smail white spot on
chest and big green
eyes. Last seen at the
Courthouse 11/13/09
Call 606-392-1405
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Summer

Part-time
Pharmaceutical
Coordinator- MondayThursdays
8:30am-4pm. to secure
medications
from
pafient-assistance programs. Related expenence a plus
Mail
resume
tco Angels
Clinic 1005 Poplar St
Murray, KY 42071 or
bring by Mon-Thur
8 30-ern-4pm
Deadline for resumes
is Dec 30, 2009 Call
759-2223 for more
information
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NOTICE
Advertisers sre
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
i Times will be responsible for only one
Incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immedlatle
ly sc corrections can
be made

SPECIAL!!!
This 1st 5
could be yours
for ONLY SO
per month.
u p to 20 words
(270)753-1916

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Pleaders usong this
information de so at
thee own nsk Although
persons ana companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable The Morrav
Ledger & Times. ez,.
any of its employees
accept any responsibolity whatsoever for their
actovities.

Cooks
Excellent Starting Salary

Promotions Within

THE
C.A.
Jones
Management Group is
novo hiring for the following positions: Data
Entry Clerks, Shipping
Clerics and Receiving
Clerics
Plecibe submit resume
to
careersOchuck;ones net or apply in
person at 306 Andrus
Dr. Murray. KY 42071

MVP
Group Pouring Facility
Mainteimcg

Manager

Local manufavtunng facility is looking
for a qualified individual to manage
our Maintenance Department
Must have knowledge of PLC's . General
Building Maintenance, Air Handling Systemsand Manufactunng Equipment
Muct have Electncal License
Please apply at: The Department for
Employment Services, Mayfield. 319 S. 7th st..
or send resume to:
jeannatuckerOcmspgroupint.com

Must PLUS Background Cheiks
401K

Apply:
At KFC restaurant.
OT
Send resume to.
Attn: Philip Marshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
marshall@jmfkfc.com

ANGELS Community

Happy 1ST .›
A
Birthday

Paid Vacation
Must PaSS Background Checks
Bonuses

Shift Leaders, Cashiers &

Wanterl

oc

.c

Let us combinevver forty- years of proven restaurant
success with your experience to a make a new
addition to our restaurant family.

MURRAY
STATE uNIMERSITv

Safely and Fiegutetlon Compliance Coordinator.
Publoc Safety and Emergency Management
Department, Murray State University Full-time
12 month posrtoon to begin February 2010.
Qualifications: Bacheior degree in Fire
Science. Occupational Safety and Health or a
closely related held. such as Fire Protection
Logineenng required Master s Degree preferred MUSt have a thorough knowledge of fire
detection and suppression systems. fire safety.
building codes. Occupational Safety and Health
Administration and other federal and state regulatoons and reporting taws. Must be: deteri
ented and have excallent uumelunication skills
both oral and 'mitten A working knowledge of
computer applications required AboIrty to work
nights. weekends, holidays and unscheduled
oncident responses is required.
Responsibilities: Direct the inspection, testina
and maintenance of the fire alarm and spnnkter
system's. specialized detection/suppression
systems, and extinguisher program Perform
fire safety inspections_ fire safety trasnong, and
manage fire and disaster drills Respond to and
assist in fire investigations. analysis. and mitigation. Required to operate wrthin federal. state
and local Emergency Management systems
Must possess on-depth knowledge. trainong, and
ability to function within NIMS and provide technical assistance to emergency servoces
,esponses teams Additional duties as
assigned Application Deadline: Postmarked
by January 8. 2010. To Apply: Send letter of
applicatron, resume, and phone number/email
information for 3 professional references to
Screening Cornmottee Chair,
Public Safety and Emergency Management,
101 Public Safety Ekalding.
Murray. KY 42071
Women and munonaes are encouraged lo a,oply

Murray State

Uneversofy rs an equal educatron and

apportundy
%CFO, AA ernpioyer.

erniciornenlf

NEW location opening
soon: Finish Lone car
wash & (seta,' hinng all
positions. Open interviews Thursday-12/17
2-4PM 1102 CheStnut

All line ads
pleid try our
paper are
posted on our
websIte tor tree!
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Publish
Date:
Tuesday,
December
22
Deadline:
Friday,
December
18 at 5PM

Wishing only the best
for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.
From:
The staff of the
Murray Ledger
& Times
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DISCLABIER

"AFFORDABLE"
S26 & Under
",

When accessing tlie
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom
you will he redirected
to iobnetwork corn
By default.
%infra!, and 10c41 )01,
listings will appear on
this websne
However. as a nauonal
website, not all lodings
on ttie iohnetwork tom
are placed through
the Muria) Ledger
& Turies Please call
us if you have ans
question, regarding
the Miura!, area
Job listing, Thank vou

•

Designer Inspired •
Handbags & Jewelry
•
Booth 4I66
1110
*New items added weekly*

Trends &Treasures Mall
(Old Uncle Jeff's Building)
•
•
•
•
•

Computers
Gateway desktop sys
tem, pentium dual core
processor, Vista. 2G.
300GHD_19- HD monitor $175_ 753-2804.

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.

MDM COMPUTERS
Senoce/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

AGNES'S Cleaning
Service Resodential.
Business.
Experienced, references available. Call
for estimate Insured &
Bonded 556-4287.

WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS.
AMPS PEDALS.
(270)339-4092

2008 Van
50E dirt b
new $650

Articles
For Saki
POWER CHAIR
$2,000 293-5745

BUYING old U S Coon
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-69,
39
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LEDGER &TIMES*

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 me.
$46.00
6 mo.
$55.00 3 lc o. ............$35.00
........5105.00 6 630..----$63.60
YrYr. ----...$110.00
Rest of ICY/TN
1P1.1,T. A PudIsnakr

All Other Man
SubarrIptioin

3 mo...............$70.50

3
6 mo..........-.496.00
1
$145.00

1 yr

.$120.00

1
Check

Money Order

Visa

MA

Name
I St Address

s City

I
--II State __

Zip

Daytime Ph

1
1

*

Give a gift subscription to the
*

1

*

mow.DAY
* 1011111101

*

Bntthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for the following
full-time position. Kentucky Medication
Aide We offer competitive wages and an
excellent benefit package.
Apply on person at Brethaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLE tiSF

WE Cane Chairs
Shemwells Antiques
492-830f3

*

Mail this coupon e.ith payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

1 OR 2br
downtown
Lease an
required. 7E

1BFI duple)
appliances
including o
$350 montl
8th 436-27:
1BR, all ap
1619-0 Chi
$350+depo
753-4219.
1BR. eine'
various
Coleman R
753-9898
2BR duple
various
Coleman R
75J-9898
2BR duplE
ances &
pets. Call 2
2BR near k
ances furni
C/H/A. Cok
753-9898

150

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

NEED your house
cleaned/ We are the
one's to get it done
References and reasonable prices Will
clean in Graves &
Calloway Co Contact.
Karen at 270-328-4033
or 270-356-2213 and
leave message

BnIthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
LPN position We also offer an excellent
benefit package Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky Apply in person at
BnIthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street
hivry 641 S Benton, KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

SALEr
sets. start
full sets
furniture oi
Carraway
105 N 3rd

[4e••••

Want to Buy
Nee SNOW

303 Brrt
onet
w/bayor
cleaninc
p4astko
Also le
boll act)
7 62X54
Priced ti
(270)22

a Merry Christmas without buying the cards,
writing the notes, licking the envelopes, and
getting the stamps.
YOUR CRIETINC WILL
INCLURN PULL COLOR!
Call Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
at 753-1916 t,o place your Christmas
Greeting Ad today.

060
Help Illtailed

General Managers and Assistant Managers

Murray State University is acrepting bids from
qualified contractors for the West Faint Equine
bern stalls re-bid project, located on the campus of
Murray State University There will be nu pre-bid
conference Bids will open January 14
iu at
2 00P
at the General Service Building. Murray.
KY. Contractors may receive a copy of the bid
advertisement by. contacting Steven Stapleton
.270'809-4°99 and referencing CC•194S-10

1

NEED EXTRA CASH? • Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

Marra;

3BR. 2BA
Cambridge
appliances
with first
month
References
required. N
731-446-65
731-536-52
4BR. C/Irte
ances.
753-9898
CallOw113
Esse%
Apart
so5 Diu!
1

One a
Bedroom
270-7!
TDD I -AO
Exi
F
I oi
EFFICIEhli
ments for
utilities pat
No pets 7f
EXCEPTIC
nice, large
with all apc
includong w
dryer Call
5885 or (2-,
7085
HAZEL A
Now takor
tions for 1
Rent basec
Mobility
accessible
492-8721
Thurs
10-12am.1
1 -800-648Housing 01

.edger & Times

Murray

CLASSIFIEDS

Ledger & limes

V1ednesda. December I h. 2009 • 1B

HOUSE FOR SALE

.DLINES
--Frill LIR.
Fril1ut
- 1 pA
1110144.
Wpm,
71m. 11 tat
Ttit 1 pat

VISA •
:asti step

LADIES diamond nng
brand new Half price
270-978-7381
270-978-7382
LATE
model
Deli
Laptop. fully loaded
wrth Windows XP Pro
& office pro software.
also a new virus program $345.00
436-5933

gtmas

(270) 753 1713
Horne Furnishings

Arwood
293-2487.Firewood

LING IL

ILE"

r
. .•
•ed is
'dry 4
:
e,
0

•
res Mall •

'riding)

•
•
•
•
•
•

CASH paid for
ood, used guns.
lenson Sporting
iads, 519 S 12th
Murray

NT TO BUY:
ED GUITARS.
& PEDALS.
1)339-4092

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109_

1BR, all appliances
1619-D Chns Dr
$350+deposit
753-4219
1BR. price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

* I

on to the

I

I

['IMES*:

ocal Mail 11
.....-.....$35.00
.---.-$63.00
.----$110.00

()thee Mall
iberriptions
.$75.00 II
$145.00
1,,,e

vment

Imes

stir

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Y71
818
•

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
I sOS Diuguid Drive

All sizes tr.
tit your needs
Locuted by
Froggy radio statton
75 8159 749G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
(,811: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY.MIN1
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 12TS
Pillurray. KY 42071
270-.753-5562
NI 111 ()Pi\
NIP( S1014101.1

s s

IIMIty
,
F go.1 00PC

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom
with all appliances
including washer &
dryer Call (270)7595885 or (270)2937085
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
accessible
Phone
492-8721.
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity

X ytecide: Anti-Fungal
shampoo for dogs &
horses prevents nr•pworm and bacterial
skin infections wrthout
steroids' °escheat

I

Farm & Home Store.

et
,

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
729 S. 4TH ST.
r

or
s. &(areal&
IOXIO 425 10115546

;2701 436-2524
12701 293-6906

available on an equal opportunity h..
For hardier assistance with FAlf
Fioustng Advertising requirements. cmitact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam 177t3)6401-ar

I

Hestia Fcc

2007 Calumet Way
4BR, 3.5BA, see it
online at
2007calumehvay.com
762-0106.
2BR.
2BA
2-car
garage, bnck, excellent
condition & neighborhood. 1402 Cardnial
Dr.. Murray. Reduced
$120,000 obo.
978-1644.
3BR. IBA investment
rental
house. 713
Sycamore,
Murray.
$550 gross monthly
rent. $60,000 obo.
978-1644.
3BEI. 2 5BA, brick,
2,800+ SU ft , 5 years
old, 5 acres Lynn
Grove area 435-4887
HOUSE,
8-acres.
recently remodeled.
kitchen veth new cabinets. counter tops,
appliances. walk-out
basernere, loam wipesture. Close to town
and only 15mrn. from
Kentucky
Lake
Reduced
from
$199.000 to $169,900.
I 270-293-7252 for
addrtional information

111111111i
Ali Size, Units • Climate C017
24/7 Surveillancs•Electricity

753

-owner

293-3215
2002 Nissan Maxima,
6-Cachariger, moonroot. rear-sporter
136,000-miles. $7,995
(270)293-7888
01 Taurus, 82k.
$2,900 293-7675

11=
ertY
29'3-7072

CORGI/JACK Russen
puppies, 8-wks
Wonderke farmly pets
$65 227-8627

ON BEA
1112 W

condition

14e. 2.4
wo
ileirsees hems in
lbwirtleid Mmes.

RENOVATED
4BR.
IBA home near hospital
Beautiful hardwoodrtile floors. sunroom. basement, appliances, new C/H/A,
2.200 sq tt. $8,000 first
lime
home
buyer
rebate 270-761-1317_

(270)759-8150
v^vvehappyiackinc.co

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-855e
IUD I 1400-545-1833
Ext. 2I13

EFFICIENCY
apart
ments for rent_ Some
utilities paid. $230/mo.
No pets. 767-9037

ALL NEW Happy Jack

wt11 knowtngt, accept aro
ad‘ertictogior real esiale.hIch
is not in velating or the law All
re,on, are hereby informed
that all dwellvms advertised me

Storage Rentals

3BR, 2BA duplex in
Cambridge 2, CHA,
appliances $720/mo
with first and last
month
rent
References and lease
required No pets
731-446-6972,
731-536-5210
4BR. C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

Psts Simples

tion to make anv such meterens, limitatiore or d iscruninanon
State laws fertile discnrninatior
in the sale rental or advertising
ot Rai estate heed on factors in
addition to those promoted
uncle! tederal

8395

2BR near MSU, appli
ances furnished,
C/H/A Coleman RE
753-9898

Cane Chairs
nwells Antiques
8308

380

NEW 2.100sq ft 2BR.
2BA 2 car garage.
county gas/water near
Murray hilltop acre
4144.000
270-519-8570

1999 300M Chrysler
silver gray color, new
tires, new
brakes_
Serviced every 3.00,
miies 120+K miles All
maintenance recoids
753-3730

436 2867 Lamb s
Professional Tree
Service Complete ,
rernoval gutter
cleaning hauereg e•
insured Emergenci
293-1118

0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Reriluslentiog
•Screened Porches
•Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
+some, Mobile Horne

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
junk & tree work

Repair
436-5517

Akins Construction

1(270)227-0587

AII Carpentry C,onst.
New homes. Addrtions.
Remodel Sagging &
Rotten floors. Vinyl
Siding.
Decks.
Rooting, Mobile Home
Repair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & insured

YOUR AD
C MILD.
_ 111E
HERE FOR

ONLY 675.00
A MONTH
CALL 751-101e

1987 Dodge Dokota
6cyl. automatic. new
tires.
runs
good.
Perfect work truck.
Clean title. Sell or
trade $900 obo.
270-978-9034.

Since 19M
24 nous WIWI
Res , Com , & Ind

Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

Hamilton(

oar

+our hott,e

C,e11 us we will be
Murray Ledger Times
270-753-1916

IS. years earl
com•-aeter-

133-11067

fee*

ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION repair
& maintenance on
doors & operators
Residential & commercial Locally owned
operated
293-2357

I

Estimates

David's Home
Improvement
ILC

.11-4049

270-703-2016

0 BRYAN TREE
DEBRIS

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-87'2C, OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
DRYWALL repair &
painting. Free estimates 270-873-9916

BARRY JAMES
• ELECTRONICS

• ricalLy ohni•r!
inat ope•aieri-

270- 703-1021

270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Repairs • Decks

(270) 227-9212

FREE

270-978-5655
270- 759-9295
Deer Accident, etc
Call Boggess Body
Shop
Where your insurance
agents go Since 1970

PICK UP

pressure washed
8 stained

(270) 436-2228

Pool Table Guy.

270-293-5624

201hars Experience
Pool Tabies Baur. Sod

Serviced and Moved
731-819-4655

aervice
• weekly & special pick
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

• ; •en Estimates,

• Painting • Fix-it's

753-9562

Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured
489-2839.

adeCiestoel
Roofing Co

3301 St. IN 121N.

Fla I HtU...'S free

Maniiining,
landscaping 11,
Leaf Mattiurming
Satisfaction guaranteed
-1816 227-0611

illeir.cloe

\I.arble

r

[Hill Electric
Uwe Tru:10

Simmon's Handyman
A Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Call
Don. Murray area
519-8570

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources refiable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk
Arthough persons aed
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable
The
Murray
Ledger &
Times nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for thee acterrhes
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

1

t"V .-1-

Tilt
,

1 X1
AD FOR
$75.00

A MONTH
75 3-1 91 6

MSU professors present papers at midwest conference

ftb

'536156

2BR duplex, C/H/A,
various
locations
Coleman RE
75,-9898

4-door automatic
vr/CD tilt cruise, factory sliver paint, &etctnc windows and mirrors Great gas
mileage Exceltent

Three faculty members in
Murray State
University's
department of journalism and
mass communications presented
4-PLEX 281 Native papers
at
the
Midwest
Circle Benton $1 760 Association for Public Opinion
gross monthly rent
Research annual conference in
Must sell $180,000 Chicago Nov.
20-21.
obo 978-1644
Dr. Kevin Qualls' and Gill
Welsch's presentation
was
Money Ledger Times Fair
"Your Comments Are Invited: A
Houstng Act Notice
All real estate adYertmed herein
Content Analysis of Online
It salted to the Federal Fair
Comments to Local News."
Housing Act. which makes it
10 advertise any preder•
The study examined 30 ranmet lumution discnmuudomly selected newspaper webnor hased on race color rel.-gym 111.11, handicap. rarnilyal stasites from across the nation to
tus or national origin or inten-

3-BEDROOM. 1-bath
In town Ref. stove,
Dishwasher furnished,
w/c1 hook-up
Cen-gas-heat/ac
Call 270-753-4000
NEAR MSU, 2BR,
1BA, CHA, all appliances. 5450. no pets.
ref.
+deposit. 753-1059
SMALL 2BR, 1 mile
from city limas. Deposit
& Lease. No pets.

2BR duplex, w/appliances & carport, no
pets. Call 227-7414

VER CHAIR
00 293-5745

storage
•Security alarmed
•Safer& clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
'53-9600

HAYmixed grass
$3 00/bale 7531287.

2BR. stove & refrigerator, dw, w/d houk-up.
C/1-i/A. $550/mo, 1 yr.
lease, 1 month depostl.
No pets. 753-2259,
270-527-8174.

1BR duplex. Ce-I/A, all
appliances furnished
mcluding w/d, no pets
$350 month 402-B N
Elth 436-2731

veekly•

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Insicie climate control

100+ round rolls of
grass hay. Call
731-225-7368 or
731-587-4244.

2BR bnck. appliances
furnished. No pets.
753-0728, 994-3308.

2008 Yamaha TTR
50E dirt bike, almos
new $650 753-5165

2002 Honda Citztc
app -100 000 miles

Nouse Feriae,

Need to

1 -BEDROOM, living.
dining-kitchen, deck
stove, ref. wa/dry.
Redecorated Private.
near hospital. Parking.
No pets Deposrt/lease,
$425Jmo. 753-8585
2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
requred. 753-4109

-14W-Fintmce

C011 (270)293-6222

livertock *sass

210

1 F._._.•
i
.
•

New I 800 square foot nome en exude isk.ation
oft 641 North with easy access to Murray
and
Benton 3 bedrooms. 2-1/2 baths, 2 car garage.
crty water eacuzz tub. appliances. paved
dnve
central I-LA Pnced to sell $139.500

MINIATURE
Dachshund puppies. 2
black & tan- 1 boy, 1
girl. 2 red 1 beri, 1 girt.
Ready now 753-6619

1-BEDROOM house
$425
month
2Bedroom house $525
month 270-978-7381
or 270-978-7382

SALE! Twin mattress
sets, starting 4149.95.
full sets $199.95, all
furniture on sale'
Carraway Furniture
105 N. 3rd 753-1502

Publish
Date:
Tuesday,
December
22
Deadline:
Friday,
December
18 at 5PM

*

SPACIOUS 2BR
upstairs apartment in
Mayfield All new appliances. gas heat. $550
monthly. $550 depose
includes gas boll &
garbage pickup
(270)804-8822

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

OAK dining room table
6 chairs, china cabinet, $1,000 15 cu. ft.
chest freeze( 5200.00
(270)873-2262

4
111/

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vOliCherS
Appiy at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056

room 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newty
remodeled Large deck
with great view. W/D,
refrigerator,
stove.
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including
electric.
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPAIANC ES
WARD ELKINS

*

campus. Ce-1,44. W&D,
$600 water sewage &
trash furnished no
pets 759-4696.
293-4600

VICTORIAN one bed-

Ft
lorris

I

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on

GREAT deall Elements
Gift Card with $190 80
Can be purchased for
only $160 00' Over
$30.00 savings Cali
270-293-1400

nd friends
)e cards,
pes, and

I

LARGE 2BR, 2 fun
baths. all appliances
C/14/A, lawn service
227-5173

303 Brrhsh ntle w/bayonet Nonnco SKS
w/bayonet bandolier
cleaning kit extra
plastic stock fike new
AiS0 1 899 Russian
D011 action rifle
7 62X54R caliber
Priced to sell
(270)227-6237

determine the types of stones classified as being positive.
negthat readers comment on and the ative, neutral or other The
vast
types of comments that they majority of comments--almo
st
leave.
60 percent--were negative.
'The research paper cla.ssified
White's paper,"So you really
online news stones into six cate- want to be in the movies'?
gones: spot news. human inter- Demonstrating effects of
instituest news. government news. tional portrayals in Hollywo
od
school news, general news and releases." was co-authored
by
political news.
Steve Everett and Rob Daves.
The general news stories capThe paper addressed the postured the most reader comments. itive effects on public opinion
an
followed by political news. spot organization received by
its
news. government news, school association with three
recent
news and human interest news.
movies- -"Iron
Man,"
The types of comments were "Transformers" and "Eagle

Eye."
Qualls is an assistant professor who joined the department in
2008. He holds the juns doctorate and teaches mass communications law and television production.
Welsch, senior lecturer.
joined the department in 1992
and is the head of the advertising
major.
White, who has won both the
Regent Teaching Award and the
Max Carman Teaching Award. is
a full professor who has taught
in' the department since 1991.

MSU business college students to speak to classes in sping
Each year selected students deal with college preparation.
in the Murray State University
"In addition to representing
college of business assist in pro- the college on the road and
on
moting the college. They work campus. we have regular meetthe Racer Days where prospec- ings to keep the ambassadors
up
tive students and their families to date. We also have
a
come to campus and they travel Christmas party and a spring
to Dessert Receptions at cities dinner at the end of the
year to
such as Louisville, Lexington recognize the students," said
and Evansville.
Totty.
This spnng the student
Totty, business adviser and
ambassadors will go to several off-campus student coordina
tor
regional high schools and talk to for the college, has been in
the
classes in business, journalism job for almost two years.
She
and speech.
has both her bachelor's in comAccording
to
adviser, puter information systems and
Stephanie Totty, they will also her master's in business adminparticipate in any classes that istration from Murray' State.

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Thursday, Dec. 17, 2009:

She noted that she works
closely' with her graduate assistant, Chelsie Petrowske, to be
able to do both of her jobs.
Petrowske, a master's student in
journalism and mass communications (1MC), also teaches
freshman orientation classes.
This year the ambassadors
are
Lauren
Allard,
economicsffinance; Miranda
Arnold, JMC; Shauna Clymer,
organizational communication;
Beth Crowe, organizational
communication: Katie DeCillo.
JMC: and Christie Drane,
accounting; Traci Glass, computer science information sys-

terns; Casey Helton, economics/finance; Faron !pox. management/marketing/business
administration: Anita Kelley.
organizational cominunicatiorc
Leanna Linn. organizational
communication; Liz Perkins.
organizational communication;
Robin Phelps, JMC and organizational communication. Laura
Schaumburg, JMC: Julie Smith,
economics/finance; Rebekah
Stanek, organizational communication; and Aubrey Thomas.
accounting.
For more information about
the ambassador program, contact Totty at (270)809-4196.

by isaimeilne Bluar
for

This year, you become more and
more concerned with creating
financial stability. This concern
will draw only positive results,
and you will enjoy the rewards
of this attention. You often need
to prioritize, and friends could
prove to be a distraction. If you
are single. certainly no one can
deny your allure. You are likely
to be a bit of a cynic about relationships, even your own. if you
are attached. the two of you will
become closer if you work on a
. •
joint
commitment. CAPRICORN has another financial
perspective.
The Stars Show the Kind of

Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1-Difticult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** You have a lot of pressure to deai with. An uncommunicative partner only complicates
matters even more. Realize what
needs to happen within your
immediate circle of friends. and
follow through
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** If you have difficulty
understanding something. clear
your head and detach from your
emotions. Then and only then
will you find the answers. Put
yourself in the position of an
unbiased observer
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Take in another person's vision of what might be

workable. Discuss your perspec- 21)
partner gives you very strong
tive. As a team, much more hap- ***** You might want
to see feedback Listen. even if it is
pens with greater speed than
which way is best for you finan- uncomfortable.
you thought possible. Strong cially. You want to support
your- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
energy surrounds you
self in making good choices. *** Go into your resource
s as
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
even if they are not the best. you decide which way to head
***** LiSten to news with an Zero in on what
you want
Examine what feels right. knowear to what another person
Understand what is happening ing that sooner or later you
will
expects. If what this person ver- around you A child or loved
one need to make a decision
balizes is not connected to what will do whatever he or she needs
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
you believe his or her expecta- to in order to get your attention
***** Emphasize your goals
tions are. clear the air LEO CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19) and getting the lob done You
(July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Kick back, knowing could be quite uncomfo
rtable
***** Your fire and energy and understanding your limits.
with what is coming up Worry
play a substantial role in upcom- You might want to rethink a deciless and toss your hat into the
ing events If you want to try sion. as the portfolio could be
nng Use your high energy conanother approach or do some- changing. Don't hold back. A
structively..
thing differently, you will be able
to do lust that. Don't forget to
make an appointment for a
checkup.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You could make a big
difference if you relax and let go.
Stay on top of a situation, with an
eye to positive change. You
often are, far more literal than
many others Try to identity with
others' creativity.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You might want to
refine what is needed in your
mind. Often. you see events in a
very different manner from in the
past. Home and family come first
for you. It is important to remember that others might not hold the
same values.
Ruby, Beagle-Feist mix, three
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Cee Cee, Tortotseshell, two-years,
month, temale
***** Keep communication
spayed. female
flounshing. How you handle a
--,iiitTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM
• SAL 10 AM1-1
matter could change dramatically You might want to rethink
foe more intomiation contact
communication more clearly and
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter(
get past a problem You laugh,
s.e
at (270) 759-4141
and another person relaxes.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

COMICS/ FEATURES
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published is a photograph of
students at East Elementary School
as they untangle chains of ChristFTIAS decoratioos for the holiday
show in the gym
Mr and Mrs Mara ii Vinson
will be married for 50 years Dec
28
Births reported indude a girl
to Mr and Mrs Mark S Zacharko.
Dec 2. a boy to David and Susan
Hamlet Dec 10. and a girl to
Galen and Melodic Jones. Dec
11
In high school basketball
games. Murray Tigers won 7657 and Murray Lady Tigen'won
6300 over teams from St. Mary's
of Paducah, Calloway Lady Lakers lost 42-40 to Graves Lady
Eagles
Twenty years ago
Published is a photograph of
Dr James L Booth. acting president of Murray State University, presenting a trophy to Barbara Keel, director of Upward
Bound on campus in recognition
of the program's first place rating among some 440 programs
acioss the United States.
Also published is a picture of
Seaboard Farms General Manager Glen Foreman meeting with
Kenny Imes, County Extension
Agent Ted Howard and Tommy
Walker at the construction site
of Imes' two poultry houses being
constructed..
Births reported include a girl
to Ann and Michael Bunon, a
girl to Peggy and Richard Watkins,
arid a girl to Brandy and Chris
• Brady. Dec. 13.
Thirty years ago
Published is a photograph of
Ted Hale. city dog warden, chalking another tire on a CAI as part
of Murray's new two-hour narking place law..
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Boyd were
married for 50 y.ears Dec. 14
Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs Chad Grey. Oct.
30: a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Price. Nov. 17: a boy to Mr. and

Mrs Nickie Nesbitt, Dec 7
Calloway County Lady Lakers won 75-47 over Reidland
Lady Greyhounds in a basketball
game. Melissa Miller was high
pain person for Calloway.
Ferty years ago
Murray State University Board
of Regents decided to make the
Compulsory two-year ROTC program one year beginning next
fall
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will again
sponsor the Chmtma.
Program within the city limits of
Murray, according to Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, chairman of the department
Honored at the Murray High
School Football Banquet. sponsored by Murray Calloway County Jaycees, were football players, Tnpp Willaims. Richard
Bitstock. Jimmie Brandon and
Buzy Wilham
Fifty years ago
Kenny Oliver, member of Kirksey Junior High 4-H Club, showed
and sold the champion 4-H and
FFA air-cured tobacco at the 4H and FFA Show and Sale at
Mayfield.
Attendtng the Murray Lions
Club Chnstmas dinner at Kenlake State Resort Park Hotel were
141 Liions, their wives and guests.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Wabum Wyatt. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby. Grogan, a boy to Mr
and
Mrs.C.L.Warren and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Freddie Calhoun.
Sixty years
Sales of one sucker tobacco
aunounting to 162,854 pounds were
sold for S28,125.52, according to
Cecil Thurmond, sccretary of the
•
Tob.acco
Made..
The average prize was S23.4I
per 100 pounds..
Murray State College Thoroughbreds won 67-40 over Austin
Peay Ste College in a basketball game at MSC. Mason Cope
was high scorer for Murray.
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Chiari malformation
needs specialist

Woman is hot and bothered
by husband who means well
DEAR ABBY: How do you
explain to a man how uncomfortable hot flashes are? I'm a
perimenopausal woman who
has been married for 12 years
to a sweet husband who loves
to "snuggle." But when I'm
h iing a hot
flash,
the
last thing I
want is a
warm body
touching
me My husband thinks
I'm "mean"
and that I'm
one of those
"freaky
females."
By Abigail
How can
Van Buren
I make him
understand
that hot fliv-hes happen. and
that it should be OK for me
to ask for some space until
the feeling passes? -- HO'T
FLASH HILDA
DEAR HILDA: Start with
the basics. Tell him (if he hasn't already noticed) that when
a woman experiences a hot
flash, her skin suddenly feels
intensely warm and she often
begins to perspire -- sometimes profusely. The feeling
of heat can be so strong that
some women suddenly remove
their jackets, and others also
feel an overwhelming urge to
remove their jewelry. Fortunately. the feeling usually passes
within a few minutes.
If your husband doesn't get
the message, then preheat your
oven to 450 degrees for 15
minutes, open the door and
ask him to lean in. Ladies,
have you anything to add?

DomrAbby
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DEAR ABBY: M

Today In Nistory

DEAR DR. GOTT: In March
and I are in our 80s. For many
2003, at the age of 70, I was
years we used to entertain durdiagnosed with Arnold-Chian type
ing the holidays Now we won1
had surgery' that 'Car. And
der where all our former guests
the doctor removed a cyst trom
the base ot my brain and used a
have disappeared to.
patch from my head to hold my
Our annual piu-ties grew to
spine ()pen The cyst has returned
include more than 80 fnends.
I am now takDinner Wit!, prepared by a chef:
ing iranuidol.
we had a bartender And a
Ly rica
and
pianist. People said they looked
ibuprofen
of
because
forward to those gatherings year
nerve pain
after year.
doctor
My
We never expected anyone
retired so I
to entertain us in the same
am not seeway, yet even being asked out
ing anyone
for hamburgers would have
now
been such a treat. Very few
DEAR
READER:
reciprocated in any way except
start with
to bring a few bottles of wine.
the
easy
By
We miss them and wonder if
TISWerS.
Dr Peter Gott First given
people realize that a simple
get-together is always appreyour symptoms and conditions, you
ciated.
-need to be under the care of a
FOOD
FOR
physician,
preferably a neuroloTHOUGHT, SPARKS. NEV.
gist. Two of the three medicaDEAR
FOOD
FOR
tions you are taking are by preTHOUGHT: Some of the
scription only. so unless you are
guests you entertained so beauacquiring them illegally. I sugtifully may have been intimigest you start with the prescnbdated because it was done on
ing physician. He or she should
have an understanding of your
such a grand scale. But if my
health history and will be able
mail is any indication. it also
to guide you in the nght direcappears many people have "fortion about further treatment and
gotten' that there is a social
maintenance.
obligation that goes with
Now, to explain exactly what
accepting invitations, and that
you are suffering from
Arnold-Chian malformation is
the guests must recipiocate with
a term used specifically for Chian
an Invitation of some sort in
malformation type II, therefore,
retum.
you are considered to have Chian
•••
malforniation (CM) type I. This
DEAR ABBY: work at a
is a condition defined as strucpublic library and live not far
tural defects in the cerebellum
from where I work. A lot of (the portion of the brain that controls balance) Normaiiy.
DeOple who lisp thp lilyriNry
helium and brainstem sit Just above
in my apartment building and
the opening at the base of the
I run into them often. These
skull where the spinal cord and
people never hesitate to stop
brain connect. In Chian malforme when I'm clearly off the
mation, the cerebellum and/or
clock to ask me a slew of library
questions.
I confess.. l'rn a bit of a
doormat, and I'm afraid to ask
them to leave me alone. Is
there a way to tell those people to quit harassing me when
South dealer.
rni not working? I'd feel so
Floth :ides Nmlnerable.
much better about myself if I
NORTH
9g65
learned how. -- THE ANSWER
• g7
LADY
•K 4
DEAR ANSWER LADY:
*AQ7t)
Look the person in the eye
WEST
EAST
•AKO.13
.4 2
and say, "That may take some
•
A
10 2
•6
researching. but I'll be glad to
•9 6 2
•10 8 7 5 3
answer that when I'm at the
•J 5
#109432
library. Ask me then.'
SOUTH
•10 7
However, if you can't find
•KOJ 543
the courage to say. this, then
•AQJ
what you need more than an
•K
answer from an advice columThe bidding,
South
West
North East
nist is assertiveness training.
1
4
2•
Pass
A psychologist can give you
4 it
a referral or some pointers.
Opening lead king M.spades.

Dr. Gott

biainstem sit below this opening
When this occurs. thc pressure
that results may affect the functions controlled ny that portion
of the brain It may also cause a
disruption in the flow of cerebrospinal fluid (CSEi that cushions the brain and spinal cord
There are tour types of Chian
malforniation. with a fifth under
debate For the sake of space. 1
win discuss only type I. which
is the form you have.
Type I IS the most comrnon form
of CM and may not cause symptoms until adolescence or adulthood, if at all It may be present from birth. but is also the
only forrn that can be acquired
(the result of another condition)
Often. it is found durIng eXISIT11nation for another condition.
If symptoms are present, they
may include neck pain. balance
or vision probkms. tinnitus. vomiting, insomnia, muscle weakness.
dizziness, difficulty swallowing,
hearing loss, paresthesias. depression ar.d headache worsened by
%training or coughing. Symptoms
may change depending on the
pressure caused by built-up CSF
CM is also associated with other
conditions, one of which is
synngomyelia, a CSF-fillecl cyst
that forrns %Arlin the central canal
of the spinal cord. As it enlarges,
the cyst can cause pain and weakness and stiffness of ttie back,
legs, shoulders or arms. I believe
thi4 is likely what you are suffenng from in regards to your
brain cyst.
Treatment depends on symptoms. People vvithout symptoms
don't need medical intervention.
Those with symptoms may 'benefit from certain medications, such
as these for pain. Ilse only way
to co:Tact tha. malfoimatisai IS SWgery, and, in sorne cases, multiple procedures may be required.
You need to be under the care
of a neurosurgeon.

Contract Bridge

Hidden Asset

By The Associated Press
younger of the story-writing BrothToday' is Wednesday, Dec. 16, ers Grimm, died in Berlin at age
the 350th day of 2009. There are 73.
15 days left in the year.
In 1907, 16 U.S. Navy battleToday's Highlight in History:
ships, which came to be known
On Dec. 16. 1773, thc Boston a.s the "Great White Fleet," set
Tea Party took place as Amen- sail on a 14-month round-thecan colonists boarded a British world voyage to demonstrate Amership and dumped more than 300 Wall sea power
chests of tea overboard to protest
In 1909. Nicaraguan President
tea taxes.
Jose Santos Zelaya resigned in
On this date_
the face of a U.S.-backed revoIn 1653. Oliver Cromwell lution.
became lord protector of England,
In 1944, the World W'ar II BatScotland and Ireland.
tle of the Bulge began as GerIn 1770. composer Ludwig van man forces launched a surprise
Beethoven was bom in Bonn, Ger- attack against Allied forces in Belmany.
gium (the Allies were eventually
In 1809. the French Senate able to beat the Germans back).
granted a divorce decree to EmperIn 1950. President Harry S.
or Napoleon I and Empress Truman proclairned a national state
Josephine (the dissolution was of emergency' in order to fight
made final the following month). "world conquest by Comrnunist
In 1859. Wilhelm Gnmm. the imperialism."
13".

Murray Ledger & Times

In 1976, the government halted its swine flu vaccination program following reports of paralysis apparently linked to the vaccute.
in 1991, the U.N. General
Assembly rescinded its 1975 resolution equating Zionism with
racism by a vote of 111-25.
Ten years ago, Israel and Syria
ended two days of inconclusive
peace talks in Washington and
agreed to resume early in the new
year. A second day of torrential
rains and mudslides plagued
Venezuela's Caribbean coast, the
disaster left thousands dead.
Five years ago: Bobby Jo Stinnett, 23, of Skidmore, Mo., was
found dying in her home. her
unborn baby cut from her womb
(Lisa Montgomery' was later convicted of kidnapping resulting in
death. and wns sentenced to death).
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everytxxly followed, hc could count
just one more trick for his side — thc
ace of hearts The question was
where a fourth tnck might come

(alien Soutti'l kap to Cow hearts
2ild the fact that the Fast and South
hands could contain no more than 16
high-sard points. it was hardly likely
that Last held either the ace of diamonds or king of clubs So the setting tnck. if there vt as onc, would
have to come from the trump sun.
tf East had any heart bosun —
caen as little as the singleum jack
thc contract would hc defeated automatically., since West's ten would
then become a trump !rick. But even
if Last did not have a heart honor,
there was still another possibility: He
might Nine been dealt the seemingly
innocuous six of hearts.
To cater to fhb possibility. West
At first or even second glance, led thc three of spades rather than a
it's not easy to see hos% Fast's motley high spade at tnck three to fon:e Last
assonment of cards could help to to ruff. East obligingly produced the
defeat four hearts. Nevertheless, the six of hearts. anti declarer's five
East hand made the key conmhution apparently. certain heart tricks were
that prevented declarer from collect- suddenly reduced to four. Ile had no
ing what appeared to be 10 ironclad choice but to overruff the six v.ith the
tncks
jack, and West's ten of hearts later
West led the k-Q of spades. Atter came into its ()WTI a.s the setiing trick
lomorrow: Sylvia confounds the experts.
I 200Q long I ram,S,ndwale

sst.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Nan Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded hy her mother. Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, ('A 90069.
••1

Crosswords
ACROSS

ray PARTY MUST (Tor ,
START EXACTLY ON \ WON'T)
TIME, MRS SUMSTEAO/ SE A \
I'M A STICKLER FOQ PROWUM
PROMPTNESS,
\\.AT ALL.
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PROMPTNESS
I MAW PAO
IS A VIRTUE, 00IFT I XS*
YOU KNOW
YOU MY.INYO4GE
ADVARCS"'

./OU niliFigs WE COLLO SPREAD
nii5 OUT'
SMAL.. fritattri4L4
PAYMENTS OVER TNE NEXT YEAR'

Goa

p00

1 Scrub
5 Glamorous
wrap
8 Loud arguments
12 Egad'
13 Lease
14 Black-and-white
snack
15 Comics pooch
16 It may be
abstract
17 "Dearadvice-WVer
18 Sahara mountains
20 Holm or
Fleming
22 Decade parts
24 -- chi ch'uan
27 Intuition
30 Male relatives
32 Finish a jacket
33 Contractor's figure
34 Trading center
35 Mysteries

37 FIshing boat
38 Hardened
39 Lieu
41 Noncom
42 Wild guesses
46 Two nickels
49 Fritz. to himself
51 Baby chick
sound
53 Lunchtime
54 No. to a lassie
55 Countess's husband
56 Reunion
attendee
57 Family MDs
58 Chop —

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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2
3
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Cheyenne's st
Opera by Verdi
Meat turner
Dressy shoe
World-weary
Poet's cot traction
7 Dressed
ft 1-frosc ccio!
5

6

7
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9 Moon or eye
10 Place to surf
Tofu constituent
19 Skipper's OK
2 Cobra kin
19
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ACCORDING TO TRADITION,
TODAY 15 TI-IE DAY WHEN
BOYS 61VE EXPENSIVE
PRESENT5 TO 6IRL5
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23 Biscotto flavor
24 Muscle Our/
25 Crooked
26 Devotee
27 Wall climber
211
for
keeps
29 More than ask
31 Insurance gp
32 Brown of big
bands
33 Quilt filler
36 Food additive
37 Bar.ned bug
spray
40 Volcano emission
41 Faxed, maybe
43 Primates
44 Sweetheart
45 Bone-dry
46 Double he/ix
47 Debtor's note
48 Work da
50 Upper limit
52 Carry on a
trade

